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<liAPI'ER 1 

INTROI.'QOrION 

Since helicopters an~ other VTCL aircraft are designed to take-off and 

land vertically, to hover for rescue attenpts and other purJ;X)ses, and also 

to be able to fly close to the ground for a long time, stuCy of their per

formance in ground effect is very imJ;X)rtant • . .. 
calculation of stability and control derivatives of helicopters and 

aircraft r~uires knC1~dedge of the behavior of aerodynamic forces and mo

ments for different flight conditions. Since the wake of fixed-wing 

aircraft is left behind in forward flight, there is no interaction between 

the newly generated vortices and old vortices. This simplifies the wake 

study of fixed-wing aircraft compared with heliCX)pters. There are three 

major differences associated with helicopter wakes. 

First, the wake of a helicopter does not move away from the rotor as 

it does in conV'entional airplanes. In slow fon-lard flight, the vortices 

shed from the blade tips move downward below the rotor as a helix. 

Secondly, the problen becomes more complicated as the helicopter approaches 

the ground. In the presence of the ground the wake contacts the ground, 

rebounds and in certain flight conditions is drawn through the rotor again. 

Thirdly, the wake can roll up in front and around a helicopter like a 

horseshoe. This vortex (which is close to the ground) is called a "ground 

vortex". As speed increases a helicopter overruns the ground vortex ahead 

of it causing a transient disturbance well known to pilots. 

All these problems oomplicate the stuCy of halicopter aerodynamic 

forc~s and moments. Most of the investigations of the helicopter wake in 

ground effect have been experimental and qualitative, although there has 

been same theoretical study of hover in ground effect by modeling the wake 
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as flat vortlJx r;'ngs. SO far, there has not bee.n a sucC\~SSfLl1 study of the 

wake in ground effect which covers all flight conditions because of dif

ficulties mentioned previously. 'nle current study has been made to address 

these problEmS. 

precise mathEmatical description of the flO;i field for a rotor ia made 

difficult ~ the interdependence of the velocity and the wake position • . " 
'!bat is, the boundaty condition is known but the location of the boundary is 

not known. This situation is che=~cteristic of problEmS that can be 

generally classified as "free-boundary problens". The method of solution 

that can sanetimes be used on this class of problEmS is to guess the posi

tion of the boundary, compute the solution, and deteanine if the computed 

solution is consistent with the assumed boundaty location. This approach is 

based on the use of space coordinates as independent variables; computation 

is cast as sane sort of feedback schEme in which the differences between the 

assumed boundary location and the resulting solution are used to deteDmine a 

new estimated bounda.ry position. Advantage is taken of the aziilluthal peri-
, 

odici ty of the rotor posi ticn and independent variable is chosen to be time 

(or azimuth angle of a reference blade). '!he point of view, then, is that 

new elenents of wake vorticity are generated as the blades rotate and 

translate. 'nlese elements are onvected with velocities deteDmined by 

their self-induced velocities as well as velocities induced ~ existing wake 

structure, the bound vor1.~icity of the blades, and the image vortices intro

duced to satisfy the gto~cl-plane boundary condition. It is assum,ed that 

eventually a stabilized periodic wake array solution can be obtained, sinCe 

the condition of a fixed periodic blade loading was imposed. 
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'ttle oontinu'~us distorted helix was selected as the model for the cur

,r:l?.nt effort. 'ltle ground boundary condition was enforced by influence of an 

image wake. 

In the present stuqy it has been found that the distorted helix model, 

~n the absence of ground yields average velocities that agree well with 

measurements made in and about a helicopter rotor wake (reference [2]). 
~ ,. 

There is a good qualitative check on the wake of a helicopter in ground ef-

fect, but no check '",Culd be made quantitatively because these measurfiments 

are not available. 

'ttle digital computer program is based on the assumption that the rotor 

is in steaqy level flight (or hovering) with a specified tip-path-plane 

angle. Shaft rotational speed, rotor force, initial vortex core radius, 

number of blades and the ratio of the rotor radit,lr.i to height above the 

ground are also inputs. Information relative 't;,othe computing program is 

given in Apt=endix B. 

It is the plI'rpose of this study to provide the numeri~l methods from 

which to calculate aerodynamics (stability derivatives) necessary for the 

modeling of helicopter I¥namics needed for design of stability and control 

systems. 

-3-
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Computations of aeroqynamic forces, moments, and stability derivative 

of heli(?.)pter directly depend u};X)n induced velocity at the rolor disc. As 

induced velocity is a consequen~e of a wake structure, it is necessa~ to 

have a wake str.ucture whic~ gives relatively accurate velocity on the rotor . ,. 
disc. 

In addition it is imp:)rtant to make the model as simple as p:>ssible to 

reduce expensive computat:.i on time. In the following sections a wake model 

will be presented and stUdied. Sectiem 2 ... 1 describes and compares the 

prescribed and free waJ.:e analysis. Sections 2-·2 through 2-7 explain the 

free wake structure and discuss the reason for keepIng im};X)rtant parts of 

the wake arid ignoring unim};X)rtant tarts of the wake. In section 2-8 tJle 

basic formula to calculate induced velocity of a rectilinear vOttex s~gment 

at a };X)int in the space will be formulated. Section 2-9 describes the 

structure of the computational model, and in section 2-10 the induced 
, 

velocity formula will be mooified for special cases. Section 2-11 considers 

the inboord wakes and f wlly aiscusse.s the reasons for considering only Ol'le 

of tile inner wakes. 

2-1 FREE WAKE ANALYSIS AND PRESCRmED WAKE ANALYSIS. 

Wake analysis of helicopters has been the topic of many researchers 

for many years. It is one of the most important aspects of helicopter 

study, because the majority of the characteristics of a helicopter depends 

on its wak~ structure • 

.. ~ng the many methods of analyzing helicopter wakes, two methods GUr

rently are anployed by the majority of helicopter researchers: presc'ribed 

wake analysis and free wake analysis. 
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In the fotmer method, for each flight condition the location and in

t~msi~ of the vortices of a wake are measured. Having tnese locations and 

intensities, aeroqynamic forces and moments are computed. As previously 

mentioned, for each flight condition a number of experiments for differ~.t 

points in the space must be carried out. An increase in accurzt.cy can be ob

tained k¥ increasing the number of points on the wake to be examined. 

In the free wake analysis, an initial wake with some initial 

properties is assumed. '!hen it is possible to compute the induced velocity 

of any point in the sp;!ce, including the points on the wake. The new loca

tion of the wake solution can be obtained after an increment of time qy 
using velocities of the points on the wake with simple forward integration. 

Also the properties of the wake can be modified to be consistent with the 

new wake. This procedure can be repeated until the wake location stabilizes 

and reaches its periodic ateaqy state. 

Sindlar to the prescribed wake analysis, free wake analysis accuracy 

can be increased by increasing the number of the segments. Because the com

putation time will grow exponentially with increase in number of segments, 

there is a practical limit on the number of segments. 

To stuqy the wake in ground effect, the detailed analysis of the 

prescribed wake is prohibitively expensiv1e in tell'tls of manpower required and 

difficulties in measuring the location and circulation of the wake segments 

close to the ground, especially in presence of a ground vortex. Free wake 

analysis is considered to be a better alternate for the wake analysis, be

cause it can cover all the points in the wake including the points close to 

the ground ifl almost all flight conditions, and it is more efficient and 

less expensive. For these reasons the free wake method was chosen to stuqy 

the ground effect. 

-5-
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In a given flight condition, the wake of a helicopter contains 

several different vortices. Considerifii~i1 potential flow around an airfoil, 

each blade may be repl.aced by a vortex line having the same lift and ap

proximately the same flow field. This vortex line is called a bound vortex. 

A complete model of a bound vortex for each blade consists of radial varia-. ,. 
tion of circulation, as well as tangential variation with azimuth angle. 

DUe to steep change in circulation at the tip of a blade, tip vortices 

are generated; and because of the variation of vorticity along each blade, 

inboard vortex filaments parallel to tip vortices are released. Blade pitch 

angle variation or velo~ity change of a blade results in vortex shedding by 

the rotating rotor blades (figures 2-1 and 2-2). 

Near the ground, a mirror ima,ge of the whole w,tke must be added to 

satisfy the boundary condj,tions on the ground. 

Consideration of the ground effect will resUlt ;,n large increases in 

computation time for the following reasons: 

i)Computation of the induced velocity of the mirror image wake doubles 

the computation time. 

ii) The number of points for wake analYSis in-ground-effect should be 

more than out: of ground effect wake study. The reason for this increase is 

that during flight out of the g~ound effect, as time passes the vortices 

move l/Nay from the rotor and their effects can be neglected; whereas in 

ground effect, old vortices may hit the ground~ bounce back and in sane 

flight conditions interact with the wake and cause major variations in 

forces on the rotor. Therefore it is very important to keep the effect of 

the old wake which can have a significant effect on the velocity distribu

tion of the rotor. 
-6-
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Figure 2-2. Seg:.ented Discrete V:ortex Rapresentat1c::l ot the Wake. 
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A detailed analysis of the whole wake is practically impossible espe

c.tally in the presence of the ground and ground '/ortex. Therefore, it is 

important to make the model as simple and as accurate as possible utilizing 

the puts which describe the wake efficiently for veloc.tty computations. 

2-3 TIP AND ROOT VORTICES 

As was mentioned in the previous section, a quick change in circula-
.. , . 

tion close to the t\P of the blade causes a steep continuous sheet of 

vortici~ close to the tip to be released (see figure 2-1 to 2-3 for con

tinuous sheet vortices and discrete filaments). Flow visualization studies 

indicate that this sheet of vorticity rolls up within a ffM chord lengths of 

the blade and forms a single concentrated vortex line. TO avoid complexity 

it will be assumed that tip vortices are fully rolled up from beginning as 

they are rQleased. Tip vortices are the most imp::>rtant part of the wake, as 

t~·,~y t~~'t1 a cor.siderable amount of energy. The velocity distribution of 

the rotor disc greatly depends Oil the locations and strengths of the tip 

vortices. Therefore the primary goal is to oompute the locations and 

strengths of the tip vortices. 

Similar but weaker vortices are created near the blade root, however 

analytical and experimental studies have shown that they rapidly diSSipate. 

Even if root vortices are considered, their contribution to the induced 

velocity is negligible. For this reason, as well as the savings in computa

tion time, they will not be considered. 

2-4 BOON!) VORTICES 

Among many models available for bound vortices, the simplest one has 

been chosen to replace the blades and their images. Each blac~ is replaced 

by a single radial vortex line with constant vorticity along its length. 

The strength of these vortices is computed by assuming the total load on all 

-9-
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tne blades appr.oximately ~uals the helicopter weight. The r~ason for chos

ing such a simple model is t'o avoid large increase in oomputationtime. 

2-5 ImOARD VORTICES 

As previously mentioned, the accuracy will increase Wlth utilization 

of roore realistic models. 'Ihe mathenatical model will be more realistic if 

large number of inboard vortex filaments are included. Consideration of ... 
even a feN iMer vortices will result i.n an increase in CX)mputation time t1t 

a large f.actoI'. Therefore it is desired to include as fP.vl inn:::!r wake fila

menta as IX>ssible. It will be shown that if only one inside vortex filament 

at r/R=O.7 is included, the acc:uracy of the velocity close to rotor plane 

\'1ill ~rove CX)nsiderably. Also CX)mputation time is only increased 

Sllghtly. 

2-6 SHED VORTICES 

In forward flight, the pitch angle of each blado will vary peri

odically (once per revolution). This variation will result in variation of 

circulation of ea~h blade with azimuth angle ·of the rotor. Consequently, 

periodiC variat.'.~':Wl in blade circulation results in release of a CX)ntinuous 

vortex sheet parallel to the blade which may be modeled as vortex filaments. 

Fortunately, during flight CX)nditions in which ground effect is important, 

the vortex filaments are not very strong and they can be neglect-ed. 

2-7 MIRROR IMAGE VORTICES 

To satisfy boundary CC)nditions .In the ground, it can be assumed that 

corresponding to each blade bound vortex and each wake segment, there is an 

image vortex with opposite circulation below the ground at the same 

distance. The induced velocity of the image segments at points close to the 

rotor disc is snall and for the points close to the ground, the induced 

-10-
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velocity is large. Thi.s effect forces the wake to satisfy the bounda.r::y con

dition on the ground and consequently forms the \flake close to the ground. 

In same flight conditions the wake close to the ground rolls up, passes 

through the rotor and forms a new configuration for the wake (ground 

vortex). Therefore, it is necessary to take into account the imag~ wake as 

an important part of the whole wake • . .. 
2-8 FOlKJLATION OF '!HE ~DDEL 

Formulation of the flow corresponding to the simplified model can be 

accomplished as follows: A coordinate system fix@d in the tip path plane, 

a plane which passes through tip of the blades, is introduced (figure 2-4) • 

The vector V in Figure 2-4 is the free-stream velocity (the negative 
f 

of the translational velocity of the aircraft), inclined at an angle a 
T 

to the X-axis and p!rallel to the x-z plane. The angle I/) denotes the 

azimuthal positioning of a given point with respect to the origin. 

The air velocity V at a given point located by the vector r "laY be 
P P 

expressed in the form 

-V(r )=- (2-1) 
p 

- -where r =r - r and r; ( r ) is the circulation about the vortex element at 
1 p 

r. The line integral is to be taken ov~,!:' "~l vortices in the flow and the 

image system whose paths are collectively denoted by C. It is necessary to 
t:I 

modify this expression when r =r and this point is _scussed later. The 
p 
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circulation, r , about the blade vortices is estimated directly in te~s of 

flight parameters. The circulation about a wake vortex at a given point is 

simply that value assigned to the blade vortex when it was generating that 

segment of the wake. 

The only information lacking for the complete specification of the 

flow at a given instant, then, is the l~ation of the wake vortices at that ... 
instant. The position of a given point on a wake vortex located by the vec

tor r is the time integral of the I~elocity experienced ~ 'that fluid 

particle 

(2-2) 

Thus, even after being simplified, the flow can only be obtained as 

the solution of the nonlinear integral formed ~ the substitution of 

El:}uation (2-1) into El:}uation (2-2). A direct analytical solution is not 

feasible, but the problan is amenable to solution ~ numerical methods using 

a high sJ;:eed computer. 'l11e manner in which the formulations of El:}uations 

(2-1) and (2-2) were implanented for digital computation will be discussed 

in the follOWing sections. 

2-9 DESOUPl'ION OF COMroTA'l1J:ON MJDEL 

For the purpose of numerical analysis, the wakes produced ~ e~ch 

blade are divided into snall segments (figure 2-5). These segments are 

chosen to be sufficiently short so that, they can be considered rectilinear 

vortices having constant circulation along their lengths for purpose of com

putation of the induced velocities. 
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Each segment is defined by its two ends. Segment S is between point 
i 

i and J:X>int i+1. The wake configuratirn at any instant is defined by the 

location of these end points. 

canputation is initiated by s~cifying that each of the wake vortices 

lies on a prescribed curve. The curve is chosen to be a single vertical 

helix, or a previous solution for.a flight condition close to the required 

one. '!he numerical version of equations (2-1) and (2-2) are then ~rformed 

by first summing the velocity contribution of all the vortex elements in the 

flCM at each reference point (E)quation 2-1), and then using these velocities 

to compute the new location for each point for a time interval Li t 

(E'quation 2-2). The tirre interval ~ t is chosen to correspohd to a snall 

finite change in the azimuth lX'sition l/f of the blades. 

( 2-3) 

where Q is rotor angular s~ed. Once the new coordinates of each reference 

point is computed, the az.irnuth of the blade vortices is increased byLi I/J and 

the velocity computation is ~rformed again. As the blade vortices are 

reposi tioned, a new wake vortex element is added to the flCM at the tip of 

each blade vortex, the added vortex having a length of approximately R~ I/J, 

where R is rotor radius. A corresponding element is droPt:ed from the com

putations at the downstream end of each wake vortex to maintain a wake of 

constant size. The computations are continued in this manner for a 

s~cified time and the results are ins~cted. If a nearly periodic solution 
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is established in the space volume of interest, the calculation is 

tenninated. 

The total number of the wake vortices taken into account and the mag

nitude of.d t/I detennine the accuracy of the flew representation at:: a given 

point. It is believed that, for a two-blaoe rotor, a value for ~ t/I of 

thirty degrees is sufficiently small to furnish an acceptable estimate of 

the time variations of the flow 'cOnsistent with the other approximations 

introduced. The number of WakE! elenents to be considered depends on the 

region of interest, forward speed ,and height of the rotor above the gr;:>und. 

If the free stream does not clear the wake under the rotor, the number of 

wake elenents must be sufficiently large to include all the wake elenents 

close to the rotor. This phenanenon greatly depends on forward s};eed and 

height of the rotor above the ground. 

2-10 VELOCITY INOOCED AT roINT P BY 'lEE NAKEAND 'lEE BLADES. 

The velocity induced at an arbitrary point P by the vortices repre

senting the wake and the blades is simply the sum of the ('>.ffects of an array 

of rectilinear vortex segments. If V denotes the velocity induced at P ~ 

the elenents between p:>ints P and P , it is found from Equation (2-4) (Ref. 
1 2 

[1] Page 152) that 

V = r (Cos 9 -Cos 9 )/(4 7T' h) (2-4) 
1 2 

-17-



Figu<- 2-6. GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS DEFIMING THE FLO~ 
lHOUCEO BY A RECTILIHEAR VORTEX ELEMtHT 
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where r is the strength of the elenent and () , () and h are defined in 
1 2 

figure 2-6. The velocity is directed normal to the plane containing P , 
1 

P and P. 
2 

As the field point P is inade to approach arr:J };X>int on the line joining 

P and P the induced velocity increases without l~it, because h tends to 
1 2 

zero (B:;{uation 2-4); the velocity becanes J,ndeterminate for h=O. Because 

the velocity of air can not reach infinity, another model is anployed for 

snall h. 

Experimental studies [2J of the structure of trailing vortices Sh~l 

t.hat: i:~r sufficiently small h, the flow rotates as a rigid body. The region 

whpre vortex filaments have rigid rotation is Called the core. Among many 

models suggested for r of the oore, Scully's model [3J is believed to give 

the best results. 

(2-5) 

Here a is defined as the radius of the core. The Scully model approaches a 

potential flow just a few core radii away from the filc=..ment. Because of 

favorable comparison with experimental data and smoothness for small h [4], 

the Scully model was used in all cal.culations. Figure 2-7 compares the nor

malized vorticity and normalized velocity of the Scully model with wind 

tunnel experimental data [2J. one of the advantages of this model over 

other models is that there is not a sharp change in velocity profile at the 

bounda~ of the core. This smooth behavior helps to avoid large changes in 
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computation of the induced velocity at a point close to a vortex filament 

which may result in numerical instability. 

In previous formulations, point P was not assumed to ba one of the e11d 

points of vortex segments. If point P is one of the end points, tl)en it 

should be assumed to be a point on an arc segment containing the two seg

ments which P is one of their ends and undergoes self-induced velocity • 
• • 

The self-induced velocity of the two segments is f.ormUlated in apFedix 

A. '!he velocity of the };Oint P is considered to be the same as self-
2 

induced velocity of an arc consisting half of S and half of S • 
1 2 

V~r:[r.n«(8P/a )*Tan( ¢> /4»-1.]/(87rR)~ 
~ 1 1 

r [Ln « 8F./ a ) *Tan ( t/> /4) ) -1.} / ( 8 7r R) (2-6) 
2 2 2 

wher:e ¢> and ¢> are defined in figure 2-8. The self-induced velocity is 
1 2 

directed normal to the plane of the arc of the two segments. The ap

prot;.mate oore radius of a given elenent may be assigned on a rotational 

basis using energy ~onsiderations. 

2-11 INNER WAKE 

For computation of the stability derivatives the induced velocity on 

the rotor disc should be known more accurately than at the points far from 

it. TO improve on simple model of the blade with constant vorticity along 

its length, the blades are discretize into tiny segments and all anall in

board wake filaments parallel to the tip vor't':ices are considered. Since 

computation time limits the total number of the segments only one inside 

wake at r=0.7R with 'tor =0.5 was assumed. Since the slope of the circula

tion along the blade is steeper around r=0.7R (Figure 2-9) consideration of 

an inside wake at this point is a better representation of the wake. It is 
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expected that this mc~el will have better r~su1ts than any other single in

side wake. 

. .. 
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Figure 2-8 • GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS DEFINING THE 5gLF-INDUCED 
VElOCITY AT WAKF. POINT Pa.. 
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<liAPl'ER 3 

t:.1Jl1ERICAL FPEMULATION 

The models of the rotor, the wake and irrage \'lake described in the pro

vious chapter were formulated as countinuous functions of time. A digital 

computer can not integrate continous function exactly, therefore step-wise 

and interp:>lative approximations have to be made. 

A ret::tangular integration sch~e is used in performing integrations in 

time. '!bat is, when integrating velocity to compute displacenent, the 

velocity is assumed totanain constant over the interval of time corresp:>nd

ing to a soall finite change in the azimuth p:>sition of the blades. 

Spacial integrations over the wake vortices are performed by assuming 

that these vortices are made up of small rectilinear vortex segments whose 

circulation is constant fODn one point to the next. The position of the 

wake is then defined by the location of the end FOints of these segments. 

Consistent with the approximation made in the ti.rr.e integration, the initial 

length of e~ch wake segments the length of the arc swept out by the blade 

tip over the interval used for time integration. Self-induced effects at a 

given wake p:>int are computed by taking, as the local curvature, the 

reciprocal of the radius of the circle passing through the wake point in 

question and the two wake points adjacent to it. 

The basic a;ruation for velocity computation of the main wake (tip 

vortices), inner wake, bound vortices and image wake, at an arbitrary point 

P was taken as 

v=r (Cos 8 -Cos 8 )/(41T' h) 
1 2 

and for self-induced velocity to be 
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V= r [Ln « ~ I,l ) *Tan ( ~ /4) -1.] / (8 11 R) + 
111 

r [Ln( (sp/a )*Tan( <D /4)-1.]/(811 R) 
222 

'Itlese two equations will be formulated in three dimensional SJ;ace in terms 

of coordinates of the segments and their vorticities, so the velocity corn

r-onents induced by different se91lents at a point can be st.mned, 

Ii') this chapter all neces5a!:y" formulas required t:rt the computer oooe 

will be derived and all the flight parameters will be calculated. 

3··1 lNllJCED VELOCITY' OF A VORTEX SB3MENT AT iOINT P IN 'lHREE DIMENSIONS. 

In equation (2-4) the velocity vector induced by se911ent S at the . 

point P is peq:endicUlar to a plane containing the segment and point P. As 

we go from one segment to another the direction of the plane changes, oonse

quently the velocity vector will change direction too. In order to 

caL:Ulate the total 'velocity at point p, it is necessary to formulate b'1e 

components of velocity vector. The components of the total velocity is the 

sum of the components of induced velocities of all the segments at p. 

In three dimensional Stace, p:>int P is defined as P(x,y,z). '!'he two 

ends of se911ent S, are points P and P with ooordinates (x ,y ,z ) and 
1 2 1 1 1 

(x ,y ,z ) respectively. 
222 

The velocity vector V at point p is perpendicular to the plane of P, 

P and P. The unit vector in velocity direction may be calculated as: 
1 2 

(3-1) 

also 

I r XL" = r L sin 8 = h r 
1 1 1 1 

(3-2) 

assuming 
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- -r X L I: U i+ II j+ II k 
1 1 2 3 

'Itle uni t vector can be decomposed as 

P = II 1 (L h) k=1,2,3 (3-3) 
k k 

v, . II and II ar.e the cxxnponents of vector (r XL) in X, Y and Z 
1 '2 3 1 

directions. Using equation (3-3) in (2-4), components of induced-velocity 

of a sec:Jtlent at };X)int p may be writt~ as 

2 
V = r (Cos 9 -+<:os 9 ) II 1 (4 1r L h ) 

k 12k 
k=l,2,3 (3-4) 

where Cos 9 +Cos (J and h may be calculated in terms of r , r and L: 
1 2 1 2 

2 2 
Cos 9 +CosB = (r +r ) [L -(r -r ) ]/(2 r r L) (3-5) 

1 2 12 12 12 

2 2 2 2 2 2 
h = [(r +r ) -L ] [L -(r -r ) 1/(4L ) (3-6) 

1 2 1 2 

By substituting (3-5) and (3-6) in (3-4) components of induced velocity can 

be computed in teDTIs of coordinates of points p, p , p and , ... 
1 2 

2 2 
V = r (r +r )/[27Tr r «r +r ) -L )] II k=l,2,3 (3-7) 

k 12 1212 k 

where 

222 2 
r =(x-x) +(y-y ) +(z-z ) 
1 1 1 1 

2 222 
r =(x-x) +(y-y ) +(z-z ) 
2 2 2 2 

2 222 
L =(x -x ) +(y -y ) +(z -z ) 

1 2 l:t 1 2 
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and 

II =(y-y) (z -z ) -(z-z ) (y .. y ) 
1 112 112 

II =(z-z) (x -x )-(x-x )(z -z ) 
2 112 112 

II -(x-x) (y -y ) -(y-,y ) (x -x ) 
3 112 112 

3-2 SfLF-INOOCED VELOCITY IN 'lHREt DJ:!-1ENSION . .. 
In Equation (2-6) the velocity vector V is perpendicular to the plane 

containing segment S and S. 'Itle unit vector in velocity direction can be 
1 2 

computed similar to the method given in the p~evious section. 

If 

then 

and 

/\ 
P =(L X t )/IL X L I 

1 2 1 2 

II = (y -y ) (z -z ) - (z -z Hy -y ) 
112231223 

II =(z -z ) (x -x )-(x -x ) (z -z ) 
212231223 

II =(x -x )(y -y )-(y -y ) (x -x ) 
312231223 

1\ 1\ ~ 
L X L = II i+ II j+ IJ k' 

1 2 1 2 3 

2 2 2 1/2 
P = 1[&1 +&1 +&1 ] 

k k 1 2 3 

(3-8) 

(3-9) 

the radius of the circle formed t¥ S and S may be calculated from 
1 2 

following formula. 
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R =(L *L *L )/[(L + L - L)(L ,'L +L )(-L +L +L ) 
123 123123123 

where 

(L -L +L )] 
1 2 3 

2 2 2 2 
L =(x -x ) +(y -y ) +ez -z ) 

.1 12 12 12. .... 
2 2 2 2 

L =(x -x ) +(y -y ) +(z -z ) 
223 23 23 

2 2 2 2 
L =(x -x ) +(y -y ) +(z -z ) 
313 13 13 

¢i and r/J can be mmputed from 
1 2 

-1 
r/J =2 Sin [L /(2R)] 
1 1 

-1 
cp =2 Sin [L I ( 2R) ] 
2 2 

(3-10) 

(3-11) 

(3-12) 

Substitution of equations (3-10) to (3-12) in (2-6) provides the oom-

·p:ments. of the self-induced velocity of an arc containg S and S in terms 
1 2 

of r ,r , and the coordinates of p ,p and p • 
1 2 1 2 3 

3-3 VARIATION OF CIROJLATION WI'lB AZINU'lB ANGLE. 

In hover with no wind, the velocity of the air with respect to a point 

on a blade ranains constant with azimuth angle: 

V( !,Jr,r) = !2 r 

Assuming that the induced velocity at the rotor disc is small in comparison 

with the velocity of the blade, Kutta-Joukowsky law may be used to calculate 

elementary thrust and elementary rolling moment: 
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. .. . , 

dT= P r v dr 

dM = P r v r Sin tP dr 
x 

Integration of these two Equations over the entire disc (with the asslJnption 

of constant vorticity along the blades and the fact that the thrust ap

poximately a:}uals the weight of the aircraft) yeilds; 

r =( ZIl)/ (b Pv R) 
.t. 

and 

M =0 
x average 

Here b is the number of the blades, 

V is the velocity of the tip of the blades and 
t 

R is the rotor radius. 

(3··13) 

In the absence of the wind or in hover equation (3-13) nay be used for 

computation of circulation r. But in the presence of the wind or in for

ward flight it may not be used, because the velocity of the air relative to 

a point on the blades is not constant and varies with azimuth angle • 

V( tjJ ,r)= Q r+V Q Sin rJt 
f 

(3-14) 

Here V is the forward speed or. wind velocity. 'lbere will be sane average 
f 

rolling moment per revolution if it is assumed that the vorticity does not 

vary with azimuth angl(:J. AsyImIetry in velocity profile with constant r is 

the cause of the appearance of the rolling moment. The rolling moment can 

be found t1j integrating the infinitesimal manent over the entire disc. 

dT( '" , r) = p r (Q r+V SinrJl) dr 
f 

dM ("', r) =p r (.Q r+V Sin I/J )Sin t/J rdr 
x 
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Integration along the blade at a constant azimuth angle provides: 

where 

2 
T( I/J) =(P r R) (1+2~ SinIP )/2 

3 
M (rJI )=(P r R )(1+1.5~Sin",)sin '" /3 
x 

f.I = V /e g R) 
f .... 

Finally the average rolling moment per revoltion 

2 
M =-bPrR V/4 
x average t 

(3-15) 

(3-16) 

(3-17) 

Thru~t- offset can be found t:¥ eliminating r between the thrust and the 

average rolling moment. 

y =O.5Jl 
Q 

As forward speed or velocity of the wlnd increases the thrust offset 

increases too. Such large thrust offsets are not realistic for conventional 

helicopters, although they might be tolorated in some other configurations 

like side-~-side helicopters. 

Elimination of average rolling moment can be achieved ~ postulating 

that the blade thrust moment with respect to its flapping axis ~emains 

constant. 

3 
M =(PD R /3) r (1+1.511 Sin rJt ) =oonst. 

f 

This requires that circulation to be 

r = ( const. ) / (1 +1.5 11 Sin I/J ) 

Equation (3-18) have been enployed in the computer code for blade cir

culation at different I/r • 
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3-4 CORE SIZE 

As a point approaches the center of a potential vortex, the velocity 

induc~d at that point bJ the vortex tends to go to infinity. Because the 

velocity of the air is finite and can not reach infinity, this tendency is 

not realistic. Therefore some modifications are needed to overcome this 

problen. In chapter 2 the Scully model [3] 

2 ... 2 
r = rOva) / [1. + OVa) ] 

c 

was assumed to have proper characteristics. This model required the 

knowledge of core radius and intenSity of the vortices. 

In reference [2] an average value for radius of fully rolled up tip 

vortices has been suggested as 

a=0.003 R (3-19) 

The results were obtained by experimental data and verified to be 

quite accurate for high aspect. ratio rotor blades. In the present study, 

rotors have been assumed to have high aspect ratio blades, the tip vortices 

are assumed fully rolled up fran the time they are generated, and the ground 

has no effect on the core size. with these assumptions the average value 

of a=.003 R was used as starting v~ue for the vortex segments when they are 

at the tip of the blades. The core radii of the vortex segments at other 

places are calculated by assuming that the volume of a vortex segment 

ranains constant as time passes. Therefore 

2 2 
a =a L /L (3-20) 

2 1 1 2 

where L is the length of the segments. 

Considering the fact that there is no air where the blades are and the 

bound vortices are blade replacements, the core radius of the bound vortices 

was chosen to be one-half of the chord length. 
-33-



Unlike the tip vortices or bound vortices, the inner wake is not a 

single concentrated vortex line but a conti.10us sheet of vortices which was 

replaced by a vortex fUament. Tl'e velocity induced by this filament at 

neighboring points is quite high considering the smooth velocity profile in

side the wake. TO overcome the unrealistic behavior around the center of 

this filament, the radius for oore of these ~9'IIents was chosen to be 

a-=O.03R. A ffM other core sizes for. inner wake were examined. '!be results 

have indicated the choice of the snaller radius will result in nll'nerica1 in

stability which is one of the main difficulties of this approach. 

3-5 IN~E IN N:.OJPACf AND FASTER ALGORl'lHf.1 

Another major difficulty of free wake approach is the oonsumption of 

a large <.mlount of computation time. If N is the total nllllber of the seg

ments oonstructing the wake, the computation of velocity at only one point 

including the image wake requires 2N times "': .. alculation ot equations (2-4) or 

(2-6) which thanselves require nunber of o~rations. '!here are N points on 

the wake w~ose velocities are oomputed at each time slice. Therefore at 

2 
each iteration 2N tines equations (2-4) OJ': (2-6) are computed. 

Considering time for integration of velocities and other procedures, cam-

3 
putation time becomes proportional to N • 

On the other hand, the accuracy of the calculations greatly depend on 

the number of the segments per revolution and number of the revolution in 

the wake. The shorter the se9'llent length the better the results. Therefore 

there is a trade-off between accu=acy and computation time. 

Most of the contribution of induced velocity at a point comes from the 

segments in the vicinity of that point. To increase the accuracy af these 

velocity contributions, each segment close to the point of interest has been 
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broken into snaller se~ents and velocity induced by each analler se9Jlent 

has been completed and added together. 

The se~nt division was done ty passing a circle through two neigh

boring segments and dividing the arc passing through the end of each segment 

into two equal parts. 

Also if l'VR > 2.5, the contribution of induced veloci.ty of this seg

ment in comp.1rison with the cxmtr~bution of another segnent with h/R < 0', 

is negligible. Therefore it is not necessary to compute the velocity con

tributions of se9Jlents with distances beyound h/R=2.5. 

3-6 cxx)RDlNA're) OF '!HE IMAGE ~1AI<E 

As previously n~ntioned, to include the effect of the ground on 

he1.ioopter rotor aerodynamics a mirror mage for the wake has to be assumed • 

The velocity induced by this wake is CXlmputed the same way as for the Irain 

wake with the exception of the self-indu~d velocity. The ~ge wake was 

broken into. segments exactly like the main wake, so that segnents of the 

image wake are the mirr.or image of the segments of the rnain wake. 

Assuming the rotor can only tilt forward, the CXlordinates of the mir

ror image of point P(x,y,z) for the rotor with at (Tip Path Plane angle) and 

H (the height above the ground) can be obtained from the fClllCMing 

equations. 

x = x Cos(2 a ) - z Sin(2 a ) - 2 H Sin a 
mi t t t 

y =y 
mi 

(3-21) 

(3-22) 

z = - x Sin(201) - z Cos(20l) - 2 H Cos 01 (3-23) 
mi t t t 

x , y and z are the coordinates of the mirror L'tage of point p. 
mi mi mi 

3-7 r ASSIGNl1ENT 
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Theoretical studies of heHcopter blades have indicated that there is 

a direct oorrelation between load of the rotor and the circulation of the 

blades. If for simplisity circUlation is asst:aned to be constant along the 

blade, equations (3-13) or (3-15) can be used to calculate average 

circulation. For a two-blade rotor 

2 
r I(QR) =Tr C 

m T ... 

where e is defined from 
T 

2 2 
C = w I[ (TrR) P (TrR )] 

T 

(3-24) 

Somewhat better results are obtained if elliptic profile is assumed 

for spanwise blade circulation. 

2 
r I( Q R ) = 4 C (3-25) 

m T 

However even more realistic and better results can be obtained using 

expertrnental data. Figure 3-3 was plotted using data extracted from 

reference [2]. The slope of a nearest straight line to the points extracted 

fran experiments is asslmled to be a better relation between C and r . 
T m 

2 
r I (S} R ) = 5.075 C 

m T 
(3-26) 

Considering the variation with azimuth angle, we obtain 

2 
r I (S} R ) = 5.075 C /(1 + 1.5 J.I. Sin tV) (3-27) 

m T 

Etluation (3-26) has been implenented to assign circulation to the vortices 

released at the tip of the blade at the time of generation. 

To be able to compute the vorticity of each segment at a later time, 

the vorticity dissipation should be known. Since the total time which a 

vortex seC}llent is in the domain of velocity computation is less than two 

seconds, the dissipation of vorticity can be neglected. The asslmlption of 
-37-
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constant vorticity provlces a simple fotffiuln tor vorticity computation of 

the segments as they shrink or elongate. 

r =r L / L (3-28) 
1 2 2 1 

3-8 cxx)RDlNATE DESCUPl'ION AND NO-1ENCLA'IURE 

A coordinate systan fixed in the tip path plane of the rotor is used. 

The model for a two blade rotor and its wake is shown in figure 3-4. As . ".,. 

noted on the figure a free stream of dl.mensionles~ magnitude Jl is directed 

at an angle a to the tip path plane. irhe azimuth angle lX>sition '" of 
t 

the rotor is defined to be the angle between blade vortex number one and X

axis, as shown in the figure. The point P is the wake reference !;Oint; 
ij 

the first subscript, i, increases successively proceeding down the wake vor

tex for a given blade, and the second subscript, j, denotes the blade number 

of the bl,ade which generates that wake vortex. Each wakp. segment is f~: ~ 

sociated with that end lX>int having lower first subscript. In the 

coordinate systan described above the location of point P is b~en defined 
ij 

by X , Y and Z • The total velocities associated with the X, Y and Z 
. ij ij ij 

directions are defined u , V 
ij ij 

andW 
ij 

resp:!cti vely • And.f inally each 

element (i,j) is aSSigned a dimensionless core radius a and strength r . 
ij ij 

3-51 NUMERICAL WIPTh'G 

The goal in the present approach is to compute the location of t..'1e tip 

vortices by iteratively computing the velocities· and the new lX.'lCations of 

the tip vortices. The computation is teoninated when a periodically steady 

state soluti( it for the locations of tip vortices is achieved. 

Succesive computation of velocities and locations does not always 

result in a steady state solution. If flight conditions are such that in 
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reality the wake is unsteaqy or if interaction of the old vortices and newly 

generated are ~resent, then the computations will resUlt in an unstable 

solution which does not necessarily represent the true answer. It is also 

possible that the wake is stable in reality, but its numerical iteration 

is unstable due to either method of irltegration, or poorly chosen initial 

conditions. 

To overcome these problsns, .and aliSO to be able to obtain an average 

location for the case in which the wake is unstable in reality, nunerical 

damping was introduced. 

Detailed stuqy of the main wake indicated that the computation in

stability was started and magnified when a vortex segment of the wake of the 

blade number one and a vortex segment of the wake of the blade number two 

moved very close to each other. Because the velocity induced by a vortex is 

I.inversely proporbonal to the distance from the vortex, the two vortices in

d\lce large velocities on each other. In the next step of integration they 

unrealistically move far from each other. This behavior may deform the wake 

such that the continuation of the oomputation only worsens the resUlts. It 

is possible to introduce an upper limit for the velocity to prevent large 

wake deformation. This can stabilize the iteration but convergence becomes 

very slow, therefore this concept was rejected. 

In steaqy state there should be no difference between each successive 

blade. If at a );:articular time when blade number one is at sane azimuth 

angle, point p 
lj 

on the wake blade number one is at point (x , y , z ), then 
a a a 

when blade number two is at the same azimuth angle, point p should be at 
2j 

the same point (x , y , z ). Based on this criteria nunerical damping can 
a a a 

be introduced. In attempts to reach faster steaqy state solutions, if the 
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location of a p:>int on wake of blade nLlllber one was too far frem the loca

t.ion of the oorresponding point for the wake of blade nlJtlber two, a p:>int 

between these two locations was used as a better estimate of the new loca-

tion of the two points. 

'Ihis method was enployed in our oanputer program. Use of a point 

frem 65% to 75% of the distance between the old location and the newlocat

ion gave the best convergence and mopt stable solution. 

3-10 Sl'RUClURE OF 'lHE CXl>1RJTER PROORAM 

The oompub=!r oode documented in apps!ndix B has been constructed to 

simulate the physical flCM by means of the modeling the main rotor, the tip 

vortices and the ground. Given an initial wake geanetry and aircraft flight 

condition, it proceeds to compute the velocity and integrate in time suc

cesively until a periodically steady solution is obtained. 

'!he progran has been written so that it can be used for out-of-ground

effect (OOE) ~ as well as in-ground-effect (IGE). By proper usage ~f flags, 

the wake can be shortened or enlarged~ the iteration can be applied to a 

lX>rtion of the wake or to the whole wake. The flCM of information as oom

J?Utation proceeds, is presented schenatically in figure 3-5 • 

At the beginning the program reads the flags and flight conditions. 

If an initial wake is available then the. progran reads the wake and its 

properties; otherwise it creates a simple helix for use as an initial wake • 

Subroutine ''VELOC" computes the total velocity at the vortex segment's ends ~ 

subroutine "NENlOC" computes the new location 01: the end points and sub

routine "StwIXYn!" (which is called by "NEl'1LOC" subroutine) applies the 

numrical damping. If an acceptable solution is reached the program is ter

minated, otherwise it oontinues until the number of iterations exceeds a 

given maximum • 
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'!HE MAIN mffiRAM 

READ FLJlGS J\ND FLIGHT PARAMETERS VELOC 

READ INITIAL WAKE OR 1 
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CALL WAKE (FOR MAIN WAKE IND. VEL.) 
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(FOR VELOCI'lY CDHlUTATION) CALL DOOND (FOR BUlND VORTICES IND. VFL.) 
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The description of what the subroutines do as well as their inputs and 

their outputs are given at the beginning of each subroutine as comment 

statanents. The main progran and all subroutines are documented in appendix 

B. 

3-11 FLIGHT CONDITDJN PARAMETERS 

The formulation of the model was nondimensiona1ized for the purpose of 

coding, with lengths made dimensionless by rotor radius "R" and velocities 

by rotor tip speed "V ". The flight conditions of the aircraft being repre
t 

sented relate to computer program through the following parameters: 

p. = V I V 
f t 

_ 2 
r = r I (QR ) 

ex 
t 

air 

:2 4 
C = vI I ( P!J 1T' R ) 
T 

H/R 

PIc 

advance ratio 

vorticity 

tip-path-plane angle 

core radii 

thrust coefficient 

height above the ground and 

aspect ratio. 
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AERODYN~.MIC RESULTS 

'rtle computing progran given in appendix B, computes the location, 

velocity, core radius and circulation of the fully rolled up tip vortices as 

they are generated and moved in space. Later modifications to the program 

allCMed the computation of the velocity of any J;article in space, and as a .. 
consequence its new location after a short ~riod of time. This enabled the 

plotting of streamlines or streaklines. Same of the results of this chapter 

were Obtained using the modified version of the program. 

It should be remembered that this program was originally developed for 

stability derivative computation in ground effect and not for detailed study 

of the aerodynamics of the (otor. Therefore, a number of assumptions CX:ln

sistent cur purpose was made. The assumptions were: 

a. potential flew, 

b. effect of fuselage and tail rotor were neglectl;o, 

c. tip vortices are fully rOlled up as they are generated, 

d. circulation along the blades changes in two steps, 

1. at the tip r / R = 1. 0 and 

2. at the location r / R = 0.7 

e. blades were replaced ~ line vortices, 

f. no decay in circulation and no merging of vortices, 

g. vorte,c segments are assumed to be straight lines and 

h. the wake is stable. 

4-1 UNSTABLE WAKE (r-n NUNERICAL OOlPnn) 

As was mentioned in the previous chapter, with no numerical damping an 

unstable wake might result from successive computation of the velocities and 

locations. In figure 4-1 the cross-section of the location of the main wake 
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in hover and out of ground effect for cycles 1, 2, and 3 of iteration with 

no numerical damping are shown. As can be seen, in iteration number 2 the 

end points of two segments of the wakes of the two blades have approached 

each other closely. Because l;X>int (2,13) is close to segment (1,7), the to'

tal induced veloci~ at this point has wrong magnitude and is in the wrong 

direction. In the next cycle it circles the segment (1,7) (see figrue 4-1) • . , 
As a consequence the whole wake is distorted and if the computations con

tinue similar instabilities are repeated. In ground effect:. the results were 

worse because of additional interaction of the old and new vortices. 

4-2 STABLE WAKE 

The use of numerical damping resulted in a stable wake fOF a rotor in 

the sarne conditions as the previous section. Figure 4-2 and 4-3 show the 

wake cross-section and three-dimensional wake geometry after reaching a pe

riodic steaqy state solution. Figure 4-4 is the same rotor in ground effect 

and in hover. for this case again a periodic steady state solution was 

obtained • 

To check the results obtained from the computer code, they were com

pared to the results obtained from wind tunnel tests perfor.med in reference 

[11 • 

As can be seen in figure 4-5 the computational results are very close 

to the measured ones, espacially in the first cycle which is the area of 

interest. The error between the new wake and the measured wake increases as 

one goes downstrean. The reason for this discrepancy is the error in for

ward integration and number of the assumptions made. However this error is 

not very important, because the effect of the far vortices on the rotor disc 

is small compared to that of the newest cycle. 
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Since exper irnental. da t:a for the wain wake in ground effect were not: 

!v.ailable, quantitative comparison in ground effect was not p:lssible. But 

the following results indicate there is a good comparison of the theory and 

the actual flow patterns. 

4-4 FLav FIELD IN G.RCXJNO EFFEcr AND HalER 

Experiments with a radio controlled helicopter showed the smoke coming . " 
from the engine exhaust would follow different patterns in different flight 

conditions. 

For hover and vert close to t:hf~ ground, the smoke flowed up..rard near 

the center of the the rotor and down ward elsewhere insice the disc area. 

As the rotor moved further away from the ground, the amount of snoke going 

up..rard around the center was reduced. For h / R > 1.0 no snot!e flowed out 

of the center of the rotor, as can be seen in figures 4-6 and 4-7. 

Theoretical results show the same behavior,as can be seen in figures 4-8 and 

4-9. 

4-5 GRCUND VORTEX 

Experimental studies of a rotor in ground effect and in hover have 

shown that the vortices gener:ated by the tip of the blades close to the 

ground will move away from the rOtcr, and there is no vortex interaction and 

no air circulation through the rotor. But in the presence of wind or, in 

slow forward flight, the vort,ices close to the ground upstream of the rotor 

will roll up and form a horseshoe vortex around the rotor. This is called a 

ground vortex and can create problems if there is gusty wind. 

For slow forward speed or light winds, the ground vortex will stay far 

upstream. As the wind velocity increases, it moves closer to the rotor. 

Interaction between old vortices and new vortices increases as forward 

speed increases. At a certain speed (depending on the height above the 
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ground and tip-p1th-l?lane an9le) , when the ground vortex is nearly under the 

leading edge of the rotor, the interaction reaches its maximum. If the for

ward speed increases further, the ground vortex will be washed away down

stream. Figures 4~lO and 4-11 show 'Che actual flow at different speeds 

(reference [5] ) • Similar results were obtained by the present approach. 

These results are shown in figures 4-12 and 4-13 • . .. 

Detailed stud¥ of the locations of the points on the main wake with no 

numerical damping showed two interesting results which resulted in a method, 

of applying numerical damping which was described in the previous chapter. 

First, the points closer to the rotor disc converge to their steaqy 

value faster than the point far from the disc. Secondly, the convergence to 

the final values were oscillatory. Figure 4-14 shows the convergence of the 

wake after applying numerical damping. As can be seen, the points clo~r to 

the rotor converge faster to their final values. It was also concluded that 

recomputation of the points which have reached their final location is a 

waste of time. 'lherefore, another check was ad"3ed to the program to skip 

the points whose poSition changes were very snall~ This made the program to 

run faster for each flight condition • 
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Figure 4-10 . Ground Vor ex ViEuallzation (P/R=O . 53 , AR=9 . 8 And 

.u ==O . 05 Pefcrence [5J) 

Figure 4- 11. Ground Vortex Visualization (H/R=O . 53 , AR=9.8 And 

.u ==O .055 Peference [5J) 
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The model and the computer program developed in this stuqy provides 

the velocity, location, and circulation of the tip vortices of a t:wo-blade 

helicopter in and out of the ground effect. Comparison of the theoretical 

results wib, sane experimental measursnents for the location of the wake in-.. 
dicate that there is excellent accuracy in the vicinity of the rotor and 

fair amount of accuracy far from it. Having the location of the wake at all 

times enables us to compute the history of the velocity and the location of 

any p:>int in the flow. '!he main goal of our stuqy, induced velocity at the 

rotor, can also be calculated in addition to stream lines and streak lines. 

Since the wake location close to the rotor is known more accurately than at 

other places, the calculated induced velocity over the disc should be a good 

estimate of the real induced velocity, with the exception of the blade loca

tion, because each blade was replaced only ~ a vortex line. 

Because no experimental measursnents of the wake close to the ground 

were available to us, quantitative evaluation ot the theoretical wake was 

not possible. But qualitatively we have been able to show excellent 

agreement. Comparison of flow visualization with our results has indicated 

the location of the ground vortex is estimated excellently. Also, the flow 

field in hover is well represented. The addition of numerical damping 

provided the three important follOWing results: 

1. faster convergence, 

2. stable numerical solutions for steaqy wake and 

3. computation a ti~ average location for an unstable wake. 

These results for stable and unstable wakes in steaqy flight conditions 

should be accurate enough for stability derivative computations. 
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The computation of stability derivatives requires the knowledge of the 

aeroqynamic forces and moments around a tr~ condition. As a consequence 

induced velocity around the trim condition should be known. Therefore, the 

computation of stability derivatives requires the execution of the present 

computer code for a variety of different flight parameters around the trim 

condition. As a resUlt, that portion of stuqy requires a considerable ... 
amount of computer time, the lack of which has delayed pi:'ogress on aJrnputa

tion of stability derivatives. 

As mentioned in previous chapters, because of the importance of the 

old vortices in low altitude and low advance ratio, and also because of the 

consideration of the mirror image wake the number of points in the wake 

should be enlarged. The time required for each iteration was proportional 

to the cube of the number of points in the wake. Although the program has 

been made to have faster convergence, it still requires a large amount of 

computing time for near hover conditions. However for high advance ratios, 

or for high altitude the vortices do not interact with each other or with 

the rotor; therefore a smaller wake is sufficient for stability 

computations. 

This program can also be enployed for two-blade propeller stuqy in or 

out of the ground effect. With some modification, it can also be used for 

rotors and propellers with more than two blades. A fair amount of modifica

tions is required to employ this program for the interaction of two rotors 

or two propellers or more. The modifications are only in usage of different 

subprograms and memories re::}uired, not the formulation or method of 

approach. 
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The preliminary stuqy of a qylinder vortex sheet in ground effect has 

indicated that when a rotor in hover is close to the ground, the ground be

haves like a spring wil:h a damper. The spring constant increases, as the 

r,otor approaches the ground. A better understanding of the ground effect in 

hover and forward flight can be made with the help of the present program. 

A quantitative validation of the present stuqy oould have been .. , . 
carried out i.f more experimental data of measured wake in ground effect were 

available. However for qualitative stuqy, the present work is a very good 

tool for prediction of the ground vortex, and computation of the induced 

velocity. 
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APPENDIX A 

A-l SELF-INOOCED v~ . .ocr.rY 
The self-induced velocity or seCJTIent AR: in figure a-l may be oomputed 

I:7j subtraction of the induced velocity of segment ABC at p:>int P fran the 

self-induced velocity of a whole vortex ring with the same curature as seg-

rnent APe. . .. 
'n1e Biot-Savart Law for the induced velocity of segment ABC at p:>int p 

can be caculated as follows: 

r'"-¢. 3 
V = r / ( 4 '" ) (d X as) / d 

P ¢ • 
(a-l) 

Figure A-l. vortex Ring 
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Assuming ".he {X)int P and the whole ring is in X-Y plane, 
_ A A 
d = R (Cos r/> -1.) i + R Sin 4> j 

- • At. A At. ~l ds = R ( - Sln~ i + Oos~ J 

3 3 3/2 
d Po; R [2 - 2 Cos cp 1 

then 

(a-2) 

(a-3) 

(a-4) 

Osing Eq\.lations (a-2) through (a-4~. in the induced velocity e::.Juation (a-I) 

can be reformulated as an elliptic integral. 

('" 1/2 
V = 1"'1 (2 fa '" R)}A. dr/> 1[1. - Cos r/> 1 
p (;b. 

Let r/> = 2 8 then 

or 

1 ("/2 2 1/2 
V = r I (4 1f' Rl _ d cP I [1. - Cos ct> J 
P fPol'2 

V = - r 1(4 71 R) Ln ( Tan ( cPo 14» 
p 

(a-S) 

(a-6) 

(a-7) 

Subtraction of V from self-induced velocity of the whole vortex ring 
p 

v = r 1(4 1f' R) (Ln( BR/a)-l.) 
s 

(a-a) 

leads to calculation of the self-induced velocity of segments APe. 

v = r /(41f' R)[L.,(81Va Tan( cPe/4) )-1.J 
p 
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APPENDIX B 

B-1 OPERATIONAL mroRr-lATION roR '!HE CO~truTER PROOMM 

The program presented in this appendix was written in Fortran IV and 

~xecuted on DEC-20, IBM-370, and VAX-l!. 

The inputs to the program are as follows: 

Number of point to be iterated on 
, ...... 

NB Number of blades 

NW Number of segments for each blade wake 

NOONS Number of {X)ints that does not need the computations 

lADD Set to 0 if wake should not be enlarged 

MIRI~n Set to D for in ground effect ans 1 for out of ground effect 

PSID Initial azimuth angl~ 

REV Number of revolution to be iterated 

cr Thr~st Coefficient 

XMU Advance ratio 

.. ALPHAT TiP-FSth-plane angle 

m Aspect ratio 

H Height ABove the Ground 

, ALFR Damping percentage in r direction , ... 
.'" ALFZ Dampin~ percentage in z direction 
~ 
I-
~ 
l' 
I 
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o-Oct-19S3 02:5a:09 1)t'1X-ll FORTRMI V3.1-23 raj 
26-Jul-l?a3 23: 02: 49 SYS.USER:CS~BERI .F;EPJHAHI.FORIS 

0001 C THIS IS THE LAST VESIOH OF HELLICHL WHKE TILL JUNE 83. 
0002 C FOR39 IS HlPUT FILE REliDING FILE WiPUT .IIAT), 
·j003 C FOR40 IS STORIIIG MTA FOR HEXT STEP (IlITER .DATl. 
0004 C FORsO IS FOR ~LADE VORTICES LOCATOINS (OUTPUT). 
0005 C ****** MAIN PROGRAM ***** 
0006 C -------------------------------------------------------------
0007 C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE INDUCED VELOCITY OF A HELrCOPTtR 
OOOS C ROTOR HI GROUm, EFFECT. 

0009 C --------------.--------------------------------------------
0010 COHH.OH/ALLSU'I/ALFO ,ALPHAT ,CHT ,CAT2,CA2T ,CT ,DALFO,IIF'SI ,EF'S, 
0011 1 HdArID, IiW,HIRIHG,NA,NCOIIS,HDPSI ,NPP.,HRW,HII,HIIl ,PI, 
0012 2 PSI ,F'SIF ,F'SIO,RAX',RC,RElhSAT ,SAT2,SA2T ,THCAT, 
0013 3 TFRC,THS~T,XMU,XX,yY,ZZ,ALFR,P.ETR,ALFZ,P.ETZ, 
0014 4 A(laO,:i,GHHA(laO,2i,GAHB(ZO),SEG(lS0~~),U(leO,2), 

0015 5 V(lSO,2),W(lS0,2),XllS0,Z),Y(lS0,2),Z(lSO,2) 
0016 COM~ON/HISI SX(lS0,lSi,SY<lS0,18i,SZ(lS0,lS) 
0017 COHMON/NTUR~I/IICOMP 
OOla PI=~,:ATAII( 1.) 

0019 RAD=F'I/leo. 
0020 NCT=O 
OO~l C 
0022 C ---- READS ALL THE FLAGS ,FLIGHT ~ONDliIONS ,NUMERICAL ----
002Z C ---- DAHPING F'ROF'ERTIES,COR OF tACH SEGMENT OF THE 
OO~1 C ---- CIRCULI'ITION OF EACH SEGMENT AND WAKE LOCATION 
0025 C ---- FF;OM PRE',IIOUS RUN. 
0026 C 
OO~7 REA[I(39,*) HCOli? 
0029 READi39,*>NA,NW,NCONS, IADD,HIRIHG,NDF'SI,NPR 
on9 READi39 ,*)PSIO ,REv,cr ,XHU,ALF'HAT ,RB,H 
0030 REArI (39, * i ALFR, SETR, ALFZ, ~ETZ, EF'S 
0031 URITE (50,1000 ilIA,tlW,NCONS, IADD, HIRIiiG,llDPSl ,/iPR 
0032 i!~ITEiSOd001i F'SlO,REV,CT,XHU,ALPHAi,RB,H 
0033 WR ITE ( SO d 00 1) ALFR , f:ETR, ALFZ, BETZ, EPS 
0034 IIW1=NW+l 
oo~~ IIRW=/lWItIA 
0036 RC=2. *R~ 
0037 101 IFiPSIO.LT.l) GO TO 301 
0038 
003~ 
0040 
':lC,H 
0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
0046 
00'17 
0049 
00'~7 

F:EAD(39, *) ( (AO, J) ,1:1 ,NIIl) ,J:l ,2) 
READ(39,*i«GAMA(I,J),I=1,NW),J=1,2) 
READ(39,*)«XCI,Ji,Y(I,J),Z(I,J),1=1,NW1),J=1,2) 
REA[li 39,.) (SX (I ,J), SY \I, J), SZ (I ,J), 1=1 ,Hill>, J=l ,NAI 
NAHP=NA12H 

O'~50 
0031 
('052 C 

IF(IADD.EQ.O) GO TO 301 
CALL ADDP(HAHP) 
IlW=NW1-l 
ACNW1,1)=ACNW,1) 
ACMW1,2)=A(HW,2) 
GAM~(NW,lj=GAHACNII-1,1j 

GAHA(NW,2):GAHAiNW-1,2) 
301 CONTU/UE 

[1f'SI=2.*F'I/NA 

OO~3 C ---- 'JORTICITY OF THE FIRST SEGHEIIT VERSUS AZlliUTH OF THE F;OTOR --•• 
'~OS4 C ---- BLADE. 
0055 
005h S1£=O • 
0057 [10 299 1=1,HA 
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HAiN$HAIH 6-0c:t-19BZ 02:5e:09 'h':Hl FORTRAN 1)3.1-23 

0059 
0059 
0060 
0061 
006~ 
0063 
0064 
OV6S 
0066 
0067 
0068 
0069 
0070 
0071 
0072 
0"''7 """ 0074 
007S 
0076 
0077 
0078 
0·j79 
OOSO 
OOSl 
00£2 
0083 
0064 
OOSS 
0036 
00S7 
0083 
00S9 
0090 
0091 
0092 
0093 
0094 
001'5 
0096 
0097 
0098 
0099 
0100 
0101 
0102 
0103 
0104 . 0105 
0106 
0107 

• 010B 
0109 
0110 
0111 
0112 
0113 
0114 

26-Jul-19S3 23:02: 49 SYS;USER:CSti8ERI .F;EPJH~ItI.FOR;S 

C 

Sl=SIHCSIE) 
S2=SIHCSIEfDPSI) 
GAH=.5/Cl.+1.5*XHU*Sl)+.5/(1.+1.S*XHU*S~) 
GAH9(I)=S.I*GAH/(2.*PI) 
SIE=SIEtDPSI 

299 cotlTINUE 
SAT=SINCALPHAT*RAD) 
CAT =COS <ttlF'HA HRA[I) 
SAT2=SA nSAT 
CAT2=CAHCAT 
SA2T=SIN(2.*ALPHAURAD) 
CA2T=COSC2.*AlrHAT*R~D) 
THSAT=2.,*H*SAT 
'fHCAT=2. *H*CAT ," 
TMF'=RC*DF'SI 
THP1=SORTCTHP*(THPt2.» 
TFRC=(TMP-THP1+ALOGCl.tTMPfTHP1»/DPSI 
PSIFF=F'SIOt360. *RE'J 
PSI=F'SIO*RAII 
PSIO=PSI 

C ---- THE FIRST TIME OF A FLIGHT COHIIITION INITIAL WAKE IS ----
C ---- CALLED TO PRODUCE AN INITU;L CO~lDITIOH tiN INITIAL 
C ---- CONIIITION FOR THE ~A;';E. 

C 
PSIF=PSlfFiRt,rlt .OS 

15 IF(F'SIO.LT.O.Oll crill INWAliE 
C 
C ---- COMPUTES lENGHTH OF EACH SEGHENT. 
C 

DO 250 J=1,2 
riO 250 I=l,NW 
11=1+1 
Ilx=xm,J)-XCI ,J) 
DY=Y(Il,J)-YCI,J) 
DZ=ZCI1,J)-ZeI,J) 
SEG( I ,Ji =SDRT (IIXnIXtDY*DYtDZ*DZi 

250 CONTINUE 
C 

---- START OF THE HAIN lOOP OF THE MAIH PROGRAH. C 
C 
C 
C 

---- SUBROUTINE VELOCITY COMPUTES THE TOTAL INDUCED 

C 

---- VELOCITY AT ALL THE POINTS OF THE WAKE 

20 CAll IJElOC 
40 IFiUCT .NE.O) GO TO 50 

TtI=IFIX( (PSlt.OS)/DPSI)/( 1.*NA> 
WRITE(50,1002)TN 
t1AH=r1Al2 

C .'.-- WRITES THE CROSS SECTION OF THE WAKE ----
C ---- P l A N E X-Z 
C 

rio 10 1=1 ,I/WE ,NA 
WRITE(30, lV'j5iI ,X( I,1),y iI,l i ,ZO,l) ,W\I 11) 

K=IHIAH 
10 WRITE (5·j, 100511(,:« K, 2) , Y (1(,2) , Z (1(, 2 i , !Hj(, 2) 
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HAIN$HAIN 6-0ct-1993 Co2:~S;09 VHX-ll FORTRI~H 1)3.1-23 
26-Jul-1993 n:02:49 S'(SSUSER: CSASERI ,REPJHAIH.FORiS 

0115 WRITECSO,100SlNWl,XCNWl,l',YCHUl,l',ZeNWl,11 
0116 WRITE(SO,1000) 
0117 DO 30 1=1 dIWE,NA 
0118 WRITEiSO,100S)I,X(I,2),YCI,2),Z(I,2',WCI,2) 
0119 K=IfNAH 
0120 30 WRITE<SO, 100S,I\,XCK,1 I ,YIK,1 ),ZCKI1 hUC~:, 1) 

0121 WRITECSO,100SINWl,X(NU1,2',YINW1,2',Z(NW1,2) 
0122 WRITE(SO,1000) 
0123 50 NCT=NCT+l 
0124 IFCHCT.GE.nDPSIIHCT=O 
01~S PSI=PSIHIPSI 
0126 IF(PSI.LT.PSIFIGO TO SO 
0127 C 
01:8 C ---- STORE F'RO?£RTIES OF THE I;AK~ ON A FILE T9 ilE ----
0129 C ---- TO BE READ FOR THE ~IEXT RUN. 
0120 C 
0131 WRITEi40,1000) t/COHF' 
0132 WRITEC 40, 1000INA,HW,NCONS, IA[ID,HIF;IHG,HDPSI ,NPR 
0133 WRITE( 40, lC,04) PSIFF ,RElhCT ,XHU,ALPHAT ,Rr.,H 
0134 WRITE( 40, 1001 )ALFF:,BETR,ALFZ,BETZ,EF'S 
0135 WRITEC 40,1 vOl i( (M I ,J), I=I,IIUlhJ=1I2) 
0136 WRITEI40,1002)(CGAHAII,J),I=I,HW),J=l,21 
0137 WRITE(40,1001)«X(I,J),YII,J),Z<I,J),I=I,NW1),J=I,2) 
0138 WRITE(40,i001)CCSXCI,J),SYII,J),SZiI,J),I=1,NU1),J=1,NA) 
0139 STOP 
0140 C 
0141 C ---- THIS SU~ROUTIHE USES iliE HIDUCED VELOCITIES ANti ----
0142 C ---- OUI LOCATION OF EACH POINT AND COHF'UTES NEW 
0143 C ---- LOCATION OF THE POINTS ON THE WAKE USING SIHPLE ----
0144 C ---- FORWARD EULER METHOD. 
0145 C 
0146 SO CALL HEWLOC 
0147 GO TO 20 
0148 C 
0149 C ---- END OF THE HAIN LOOP 
0150 1000 FORMAT(12IS) 
0151 1001 FORHATISF9.4) 
0152 1002 FORHAT(7FI0.6) 
0153 1003 FORHAT(3FI0.5,II0) 
0154 1004 FORMAT(F12.2,2X,F6.3,2F12.S,3F7.2i 
0155 1005 FOfiHATiIB,E18.5,3E15.5i 
0156 END 
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0001 C 
0002 C 
0003 C 
0004 C 
0005 
0006 C 
0007 C 
0008 C 
0009 C 
0010 C 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
0018 
0019 
00:0 
0021 
C022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
ee,:6 
0027 
0023 
0029 
0030 
C'031 
0,;)32 
0033 
0034 
0035 
0036 
0037 
0033 
0039 

H 
r 

b-OcL-19S303:00:40 'JAX-11 FORiR~N V3.1-2! Pc 
26-Jul-19S3 00:2S:31 SY5SUSER:CSABERI.REPJI"IW~K.FOR~3 

***** SUB. IHWAKE ***** 
-----------------------~---------------------------THIS SU~F;OUTINE COMPUTES THE INITIAL WAliE LOCATION. 
-----------... ----------_ .. _------.----------.'--------
sv~FioUmlE mWAKE 

---- THIS SUBROUTIlIE COHPUTES THE COORD!NATr.S OF INITIAL ----
---- WHKE ANO ITS PROPERTIES • INITIAL WAK£ IS A HELICAL ----
---- ~ITH COt'STA~lT RADIUS. 

COMHON/ALLSUB/ALFO,ALPHAT,CAT,CAT2,CA2T,CT,DALfO,DPSI,EPS, 
1 H, IADD, IAV,HIRIHG, HA, tiCONS,HOPSI, NPR,NRW,NW,NUI ,PX, 
2 PSI,FSIF,,5IO,RAD,RC,REV,SAT,SAT2,SA2T,THCAT, 
3 TFRC, THSAT, XHU, Xl:, YY, zz, ALFR, SETR, ALFZ ,$HZ 7 

4 A(!SO,2),GAHA(lBO,2),GAHa(30),SEG(180,2),U(130,2), 
5 V(lS0,2i,W(180,2),X(lS0,2i,Y(lS0,2),Z(lBO,2) 
COR=.003 
IFiHlFiIHG.NE.O) H=2.5 
5IE=0. 
[10 10 J=1,2 
IF(J.EO.2) SIE=PI 
DO 10 I = 1 , ~IW 1 
A( I,j) =COR 
XU ,J;=COS(SIE) 
Y(I,J)=SHHSIE) 
Z(I,J)=-(H-COR)*(I-l)/NWl 
SlE=SIE-[IPSI 

10 CONTHlUE 
CALL SHOOTH 
[10 30 J=1,2 
K=NA 
IF(J.EG.2)K=NA/2 
DO 30 I=lrNW 
GAHA(I,J)=GAHB(K) 
K=K-l 
IF(K.EG.O) K=NA 

30 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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0001 
0002 C 
0003 C 
OC04 C 
0005 C 
0006 C 
0007 
O'jOB 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
001e 
0017 
Q018 
OOl? 
one 
0021 
eN"" 'rI .... 

OC'23 
0024 
00:5 
0026 
002i 
00:8 
OO~9 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
0030 
003i 
0039 

_au ,4 . " 

~-oct-l'ie3 ,j3:01:32 VtiX-U FORTRAN 1)3.1-23 PI! 
26-Jul-19S3 22:44:19 SYSSU5EP.:CSti~ERI.REPJADDTR~.FOR;9 

SUBROUWIE ADDPWAHP) 

---- THIS SUBROUTINE ADDS HALF A TURN TO THE WAKE WHEN HORE---
---- ~CCUP.AC'( FOR THE WAKE IS REQUIf,ED. THIS SUBROUTINE IS ---
---- CALLErl WHEN IADrl=1 

COHHONIHLLSUB/HLFO,ALFHAT,r.\TI~hT2,CA2T,CT,DHLFO,DPSI,EPS, 
1 H, IAD[I, IAV,HIRIi1G, IIA,NC~,i'i~' IUlPSI, NPR,HRW,NW,NWI ,PI, 
2 PSI,PSIF,PSIO,RAD,RC,RE1,SAT,SAT2,SA2T,THCAT, 
3 TFRC, THSAT, XHU, XX, 'r'Y, ZZ ,ALFF;, BETR, ALFZ, BETZ, 
4 A(lS0,2),GAHA(IBO,2),GAHB(30;,SEG(180,2),U(leO,2), 
5 V(lS0,2',W(lSO,2),XIIBO,2),Y(180,2),Z(lS0,2) 
COMHON/HISI SXC130,lS',S'((lS0,18),SZ(lS0,lSi 
IIAH=HAHP-l - .. 
rio 10 Kt:=l,NAH 
II~=NWI 
NWI =}!Ultl 
~(N~I,l)=A(NW,l) 

AINWl,2)=A(HU,2) 
GAI1A(II~, 1 ) =GAHA( NW-l, 1) 
GAHA(NW,2)=GAHACNW-l,2) 
tlWA=NWl-NAH 
n~B:NWl-~IA 
X(NW!,l)=2.*XCNWA,2J-X(NW9,1) 
,(NU1,1)~2.*,((NWA,2)-Y(NWB,1; 

Z(NW1,1)=2.*Z(NWA,2)-Z(NWS,1) 
X (~IW1, 2) "'2. *X( /lWA, 1) -x CSWB,2) 
YWWl ,2)=2.*'(CNWA, 1 )-YINWB,2) 
Z(~IWl ,2) =2.:;:Z(NWA,1) -ZCHWB,2) 
DO 10 J=1rNA 
K=JHIAH 
IFCK,GT.N.Ai K:;~;-NA 
SX (IIW1, J) =2 .*SX (NW;',IO-SX (NWB, J) 

S)' iNW1, J) =2. *SY OlWA, iO-SY (NWB, J) 
SZ i NW1, J) =2. *SZ WIiA ,K)-SZ it/WB, J) 

10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
EIID 
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6-oct-1ge3 03:11:10 'JAX-l1 FORTRAN V3.1-23 p~ 
26-Jul-1983 03i26:04 SYS,USERICSABERI.REPJTOTVEL.FORi3 

0001 SUBROUTINE VELOC 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
0018 
0019 
0020 
0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
0026 
0027 
0028 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
0036 
0037 
0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
0046 
':'047 

. 0048 
0049 
0050 
0051 

c 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

---------------------.--------------------------------
FOR A GIVEN WAKE LOCATION THIS SUBROUTINE COHPUTES THE 
TOTAL INDUCED VELOCITY FOR ALL THE FOINTS THE WAKE. 
------------------------------------------------------

COHHONIALLSUB/ALFO,ALf'HAT,CAT,CHT2,CA2T,CT,MLFO,DPSI,EPS, 
1 H, IADII, IAV,HIRIHG ,NA,NCONS ,tIDPSI ,NF'R,NRU,NW,NWl ,PI, 
2 F'SI ,FSIF ,F'SIO ,RAII,RC ,REV ,SAT ,SH T2,SA2T, THCft T, 
3 . TFRC, THSAT ,XHU,XX,'(y,ZZ,ALFR,E:ETF:,ALFZ,r:ETZ, 
~ A(180,2),GAHA(180,2),GAHB(30),SEG(180,2),U(180,2), 
5 V(lS0,2),W(lS0,2),X(lS0,2),Y(lS0,2),Z(laO,2) 

COMMON INTURNI NCOHP 

---- TRANSITION VELOCITY 

XHUX=XHU.CAT/CT 
XHUZ=-XHU*SAT/CT 
DO 10 I=l,NCONS 
DO 1,0 J=1r2 
U(I,J)=O. 
V(I,J)=O. 

10 W(I,J)=O. 
NSTO?=NCONStNCOHP 

. ,. 

IF(NSTOP .GT. tlW) NSTOF'=NW 
C 
C --.- START OF THE MAIN LOOP 
C 

C 

DO 28 I=NCONS,NSTOP 
13 DO 29 J=l,2 

C ---- CHECK FOR HOVER CONDITION 
C 

c 

IF(XHU.GT.0.00001.0R.J.NE.2) GO TO 150 
U(I,2)=-U<II!) 
V(I,2):-V(I,1J 
WO,2)= W(I,l) 
GO TO 29 

150 CONTINUE 
XX=X(I,J) 
YY=Y<I,J) 
ZZ=Z( I,J) 
UCI ,J)=O. 
V<I,J)=O. 
W(I,J)=O. 
IClUH:I 
JDUH=J 

C ---- INIIUCEr, VELOCITY BY THE MIRROR IHAGE OF THE WAKE AT ----
C ---- POINT lIiJ) 
C 

IF01IF:IMG.EO.0) CALL IHGWAK(lDUH,Jr'UH) 
0052 C 
0053 C ---- nmucEII 'JELOCIT'f BY THE HAnl WAKE AT POINT (I,J) 
0054 C 
0055 CALL WAKE(I!lUM,JDUH) 
COS6 IF(I.GT.2*NAt4) GO TO 140 
00S7 C 
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VELOC 6-0ct-198303:11aO IJAX-l1 FORTRAN V3.1-23 
26-Jul-1983 03;26:04 SYSfUSER:CSA8ERI.REPJTOTVEL.FOR;3 

0058 
0059 
0060 
0061 
0062 
0063 
0064 
0065 
0066 
0067 
0068 
0069 
0070 
0071 

C -.-- INDUCED VELOCITY BY THE INSI~E WAKE AT POINT (I,J) 
C 

CALL INSWKE(IDUH,JDUH) 
c 
C ---- INDUCED VELOCIT'( BY THE BOUND VORTICES 1fT POINT (I, J) ----
C 

C 

140 CALL 80UNDE (InUit, JIIUH) 
UCI,J)=U(I,J)+XHUX 
W(I,J)=W(I,J)+XHUZ 

29 CONTINUE 
28 CONTINUE 

C ---- END OF THE HAIN LOOP 
C 

0072 RETURN 
0073 END 

, ... 
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0001 C 
0002 C 
0003 C 
0004 C 
0005 C 
0006 C 
0007 C 
0009 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
001S 
0019 
OO~O C 
0021 C 
on2 C 
0023 
0024 
O()25 
0026 
0027 
0028 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 

.' 0034 
0035 
0036 
0037 
0038 C 
0039 C 
0040 

.$ ,e 

6-0ct-1983 03:08:02 IJAX-ll FORTf:AN V3.1-23 Pa! 
26-JIJl-19S3 02145148 SYStUSER:CStiBERI,REPJNEWLOC,FORi6 

***** SUB, NEWLOC ***** 
... --.... --.. ----------------------_.------------......... ---
HAVING OLD WAKE LOCATION AND VELOCITIES OF ALL THE 
PO HITS OH THE WAKE CC~,PUTES THE NEW WAKE LOCATION. 
THE METHOD OF INTEGRATION IS THE FORWARD EULER 
METHOD, 

ORJG"\U\~.. PA~1k: r:Ji --------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTIlIE tlEULOC OF POOR QUAlrrv 
COH~Jrll ALLSUBI ALF' 0, ALPHAT , CAT, CAT2 I CA2T ,CT , DALFO, DF'Sl I EPS I 

H, IA[I[I, IAV,HIRIHG ,UA,HCONS,HDPSI ,HPR,HF:W,NW,HWl ,PI, 
2 PSI,PSIF,PSIO,RAD,RC,REV,SAT,SAT2,SA2T,THCAT, 
3 TFRC,THSAT,XHU,XX,YY,ZZ,ALFR,BETR,ALFZ,BETZ, 
4 A(1;~,2),GAHA(180,2),GAHB(30),SEG(lS0,2),U(lS0,2), 

5 V(130,2),W(1S0,2),X(180,2),Y(160,2),Z~180,2) 

COHHotl lHTUF:NI flCOHP 
OATH COR/O.OO31 
tlSTART=tlcmIS+1 
~ISTOF'l =NSTART t NCOHP 
IFINSTOPI .GT. NUl) NSTOPl =N~1 

---- COMPUTES THE ,lEW WAKE LOCATION ----

32 rio 35 J=1,2 
TX1=X(NCOHS,J) 
TY1='((tICOrIS, J) 
TZ1=Z(NCONS,J) 
DO 33 I=NSTART,NSTOPl 
TX2::TXl 
TY2=TYl 
TZ2=TZ1 
TX1=X(I,J) 
TY1=yn,J) 
TZ1=zn,J) 
X(I,J)=TX2tU(I-l,J)*DPSI*CT 
Y(I,J)=TY2tVlI-l,JJ*DPSI*CT 
Z(I,JJ=TZ2tW(I-l,J)*DPSI*CT 
IF(HIP.IHG.NE.O) GO TO 33 

--- CHECKES IF POINT (l,J) F'ASSES THROUGH THE GROUND.----

0041 320 IFIX(I,JJ*SATtZ(I,J)*CATtH.GT.A(I,J» GO TO 33 
0042 X(I,J)=(X(I,J)*CAT-Z(I,J)*SAT)*CAT-(H-A(I,Ji)*SAT 
0043 Z(I,J)=-{(H-A(I,J»*CATt(X(I,J)*CAT-Z(I,J)*SAT)*SHT) 
0044 33 CONTINUE 
0045 351 XJ=FLOAT(J-1)*PI 
0046 X( 1 ,J)=COS (F'SItXJ) 
0047 Y(1,J)=SIN(PSltXJ) 

~ 00·13 Zll,J)=O. 
0049 35 CONTINUE 
0050 C 

• 0051 C ---- IJSING HUIiEP.ICftL DAHPING TO tiVOlIl tIUHEF:ICAL INSTABILITY ----
0052 C 
0053 CALL SIiOOTH 
0054 C 

L j 0055 C ---- COHPIITATIOH OF THE NEW WAKE PROPERTIES 
0056 C 
0057 C 
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II 

NEWLOC 

0058 
0059 
0060 
0061 
0062 
0063 
0064 
0065 
0066 
0067 
0068 
0061 
0070 
0071 
0072 
0073 . 
0074 
0075 
0076 
0077 
0078 
oon 
ooeo 
'J031 
0082 
0033 
0054 
OOB~ 
0086 
0087 
oose 
0099 
0090 
0091 

DO 38 J=1r2 
SEGOLD=SEG (1 , J) 
GAHOLD=OAHA(l,JI 
COROLD=A( 1 ,J) 
DO 37 I=2,IlW 
11=1+1 
DX=X(Il,J)-X(I,J) 
DY=Y(Il,J)-¥(I,J) 
DZ=Z(Il,JI-Z(I,J) 
SEGHEW=SGRT(DX*DX+DV*DY+DZ*DZ) 
CDRNELI=CORDLD*SDRT(SEGOLD/SEGHEW) 
GAHHEW=GAHOLDlSEGOLD/SEGNEW 
SEGOLD=SEGCI ,J) 
COROLD=A(I,J) 
GAHOLD=GAHA(I,J) 
SEG ( I, J) =SEG~IEW 
A (l , J) =CORNEW 
GAHA(I,J'=GAHHEW 

37 CONTINUE 
DX=X(1,J)-X(2,J) 
DY=Y(1,J)-Y(2,J) 
DZ=Z(l,J)-Z(:,J) 
SEG( 1,J)=SDRHIIX*DX+DY*DY+DZ*DZ) 

39 CONTINUE 
NF'S=IFIX ( (PSI +'OS) IDPSI) 
LPS=HODWPS,HM+1 
LPD=LPS+NAI2 
IF(LPD.GT.NA) LPD=LF'D-HA 
GAHA(l,l)=GAHB(LPS) 
GAHA(1,2)=GAHB(LPD) 
A(l,ll=COR 
A(1,2'=COR 
RETURN 
END 

6-0c:t-17'83 03:08:02 IJHX-ll FORTRAN V3.1-23 
26-Jul-1983 02145:48 SYSSUSERICSA8ERI,REPJHEULOC.FORI6 

.... 

ORtGlC.f~!1J.. P$\G\.; ~.:., 
OF POOR QUALrrv. 
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__ , .J.S-OllJll2 __ ---.... --.--....-oIIl'----,.,-,-= 
~ 'tJ' 

0001 C 
0002 C 
0003 C 
0004 C 
0005 C 
0006 C 
0007 
0006 

< 0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
001:i 
0016 
0017 
0018 
0019 
ono 
0021 
002~ 
0023 
v'J2·1 
00:5 
0\126 
0027 
00:9 
0029 
0030 
0031 
OCI32 
1J033 
0034 
0035 
0036 
0037 
0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
Qv!16 
0011 
0048 
0041 
0050 

T QO~l 
90S: 
00S3 
0054 
oe,ss 
0056 

1 
tiOS7 

~-Ocl-19S3 03:0S~S6 VAX-ll FORTRAN 1J3.1-23 Pas 
2~-Jul·19a3 02:5~:1~ SYSfUSER:CSABERI,BEPJSLFIND,FORI5 

THIS SUPROUTINE COHPUTES THE ;SELF WDUCED VELOCITY 
AT THE POINTS (I,J) FOR SEGHENTS SETUEEH (I-1,J), 
AND O+1,J), 
____ • ________ ~_. ________________ R __________ ~ ______ _ 

SUPROUT lIIE SLFIND( IDUN, IRH, IR, IRP,L, GAH, [iU,DV, DW) 
COHHO~I/ALLSUaIALFO ,ALPHAT ,CAr,CAT2,CA2T ,CT ,DALFO,DPSI ,EPS, 

1 H, IADDI IAV,HIRIHG,NA,NCOIIS,tlDPSI ,NPR,NRW,NW,NWl ,PI, 
2 PSI,PSIF,PSIO,RAD,RC,P.EV,SAT,SAT2,SA2T,THCAT, 
3 TFRC,THSAT,XHU,XX,YY,ZZ,ALFR,f.ETR,ALFZ,BETZ, 
4 AC1SO,2),GAHA(lSO,2),GAH9(30),SEGC180,2),UC1S0,2), 
5 V(lS0,2),W(lS0,2),X(lS0,2},Y(lS0,2),Z(!SO,2) 
IF(IDUH,EO.l) GO TO 260 .... 
Xl=XCIRH,L) 
Yl=Y(!RH,L> 
Zl=Z(IRH,U 
X2=X(lR,l) 
Y2=\'<IR,L) 
Z2::.Z0l\,L) 
X3=XCIRP,L) 
Y3=Y (IRP,l) 
Z3=ZCIRP,L) 
IIX1=XI-X2 
DX2=X2-X3 
DX3=XJ-Xl 
II'(1=YI-Y2 
DY2='(2-'(J 
[IY3='(3-Yl 
[IZ1=Zl-Z2 
DZ2=Z2-.Z3 
D13:Z31"':Z1 
AL1=DX1*DX1tDY1*DYltDZ1*DZl 
BL2=DX2*DX2fD'(2*DY2tnZ2*DZ2 
AL =SORH AL2) 
BL=SGRH BL2) 
CL2=DXZ*DX3tDY3*DY3tDZ3*DZ3 
CL=SDRT(CL2) 
DEHR=<ALfSL-CL)*(ALtBL+CL).!BLtCL-AL)*(ALtCL-BL) 
IF'(D~UR.Gr.0.001) GO TO 10 
DU=O. 
DV=O. 
[IW=O, 
RETURN 

10 R2=AL2~BL2*CL2/DEHR 
R=&ORT{R2) 
Sl;;.5*AlIR 
S2·,5*FL/R 
q=SORH1,eS1*S11 
C~~~'(I':"U ,"62*S~) 
Tl'~4!1il' <11 ttl) 
2M=S2/U .fC2) 

,,~ ':;GAHH<"RH,U*<ALOG(S.tR,n04/H( IRH,L) )+'25) 
Il'..GRH~ lrn,L)*UtLOG(S •• R*T204/A<IR,Li)t .25) 
G~(GGHaG2) /(4 .tR) 

20 XI!tX=DyurIZ2"!IY2~D'l 
XHY;:DZUDX2-!,n*nX1 
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SLFIHD 

0058 
0059 
0060 
0061 
0062 
0063 
006~ 
0065 
0066 
0067 
0068 
0069 
0070 
o·m 

0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
001~ 

0013 
0014 
0015 
O·j16 
0017 
0018 
0019 
0020 
00~1 
0/\':)" ..... 

XHZ·DX1*DY2-DX~*DYl 
XHL=SQRT(XHX*XHX+XHV*XHY+XHZ*XHZ) 
DU=GGO*XHX/XHL 
DVIIGGG*XH'{ IXHL 
DW:rGGG*XHZlXHL 

Cll10 URITE(45,Cl111)I,J,DU,DV,DW 
Cl111 FORHAT(2SX,'SELF INDUCED VELOC'/2II0,3F12.6) 

RETURN 
260 DU=O. 

DV=O. 
DW=-GAHA( 1,1.) UI-'RC 

C1112 WRITE(45,Cl111)I,J,DU,DV,DW 
RETURN 
END 

6-0c~-1983 03:08:56 VAX-l1 FORTRAN V3.1-23 Pa~ 
26-Jul-198J 02:52:14 SVStUSER:CSABERl,REPlSLFIND.FOR1S 

. .. 

6-0c~-1ge3 03:09:57 VAX-I! FORTRAN V3.1-23 Pag 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

26-Jul-1983 03:06:53 SYStUSER:CSABERI,IIEPJSHAlH.FOR;S 

SUBROUTINE 'JEUGAH,ASQ,DU,nV,DW) 

---- THIS SUBF:OUWiE STORES THE TIME HISTORY OF THE WAKE ----
---- FOR HALF OF A REVELOTION IN SX SY SZ. IT ALSO ADDS 
---- THE NUMERICAL DAMPING TO AVOID NUMERICAL AND WAKE 
---- INSTABILITY. 

COHHOH/VELO/DXA,DVA,DZA,DX,DV,DZ,DXBfn~B,DZB 
R 1 S=DXA.DXAf DYA.or AHIZAlDZA 
Rl=SGRT(R1S) 
R2S=DX*DXtDY.DYtItZ*DZ 
112=SORHII25) 
SQ=Dxa*nXBtDYUltYBtDZBtDZB 
SQDUH=(R1tR2)*(RltR2)-SQ 
HSQ=.2S*SQDUH*(SD-(Rl~~~)*(RI-R2»/SQ 
GG=GAH*(RltR2)/(Rl*R2'SQCUH) 
GGG=GG*(HSQ/IASDtHSQ» 

161 DU=GGG*(DYA*DZB-DZA*DYB) 
IIV=GGG* (DZA*DXB-DXA*PZB) 
DWcGGG. (DXA*IIYB-ItYA*DX~) 
F:ETUlltI 
END 
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6-0ct-19S3 03:0S:30 'JAX-ll FORTR(lN V3,1-23 PlI. 
26-Jul-19S3 03133:49 SystUSER:CSABERI,REPlHAINWK.FOR;4 

0001 C 
0002 C 
0003 C 
0004 C 
0005 
0006 C 
0007 C 
0008 C 
0009 C 
0010 C 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0(116 
0017 
0018 
COl9 
0020 
0021 
0022 C 
cIon C 
0?24 C 
00:5 
/l~Zb 
\'!027 
v028 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 c 

*UU SUB. WAKEF nit. 
_________ N ___ •• _._. ____________ _ 

VELOCITY INDUCED BY WAKE ITSELF. 

------~--------.-.--------------SUSRoumlE WAY.EO,J) 

....... THIS SUBROUTINE COi1PUTES THE IHDUCED VELOCITY OF THE ----
_ .... - HAIN WAt(E AT THE POINT (I,J) ON THE WliKE ITSELF. 
-.... (POINT XX,YY,ZZ OR X(I,J),Y(I,J),Z(I,J» 

COHHOH/ALLsua/ALFO,ALPHAT,CAT,CAT2,CA2T,CT,DALFO,DPSI,EPS, 
1 H, IADD, IA'M:IRIHG,NA,t,CONS,N[tPSI ,tIPR,HRW,HW,NWlrPI, 
2 PSI ,rSIF ,PSIO,f;;,D,RC,RE'hSAT ,SAT2,SA2T ,THCAT, 
3 TFRC, TH5~T ,X~U,XX, Y'(, ZZ,,~LFR,eETR,ALFZ,!EfZ, 
4 A(lS012),GAHA(leO,~),GnHB(30),SEG(lS0,2),U(lS0,2), 

5 VC180,2),W(lS0,2),X(160,2),Y(180,2),Z(lS0,2) 
COI1HotIlHALFS/RR, XlV, '(lU, Z1 U,X2U, Y2U, Z2U, 

1 Xl,X2IX3,Yl/Y21~3,Zl,Z2,Z3 
COll~O~I/IJELO/DXA, [I'{ A, IIZA, [IX, D'( I DZ, DXB, [IYB, Dze 
NH:NAl2 
TH=2,JH 

"'--- LOOP FOR THE !:lAKES F'RO[IUCED BY TWO ~LilDES. ----

[10 25 L=1,2 
LL=L 
DXA=XX-X(1,L) 
DYA=YY~Y(1 ,L) 
Dztl=ZZ-Z(1,L) 
Rls=rIXA*DXAHIYA*DYMDZA*DZA 
Rl=SORHR1S) 

0033 C ---- LOOP FOR ALL THE P(~INTS ON THE WAKE ---. 
0034 
0035 
0036 
0037 
0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 
'j042 
0043 
(1044 
0045 
004.S 
0047 

• 0048 
0049 
0050 
0051 
0052 
OOS3 
0054 
00~5 

0056 
O,j57 

C 

c 

rio 80 IR=l/NW 
IRP=IR+1 
IIX=XX-X(I~F'/L) 
DY=YY-Y(IRP,Ll 
DZ=ZZ-Z(IRP,L) 
R2S=DX*DX+DY*DYHIZ*DZ 
R2=SORHF:2S) 

C ---- CHECK IF THE POINT <I, J) I S E~ID OF A SEGHENT BETWEEN ----
C ---- POINTS <IR,L) AI~D (IRt2,L) 

c 

IF!L.HE.J) GO TO 50 
IF(IR.LT.I-l.0R.IR.GT.I) GO TO 50 
IF(I,EO.l.0R.IR.EG.I-1)GO TO 20 
IF(IR.EG.I) GO TO 70 

20 lRH=I-l 
IFII.EO.l) IRH=l 
IRl=IRHtl 
IRP1:;IF:1tl 
IItUl1=I 
GHt1=(GAHHiIF;H,LitGAHA<IRl ,t) )12. 
L[IUH=L 
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'i\!ii lS'. Xli!; .. '$ 4Z 

,-11 FORTRAN \13.1-23 
26-Jul-1983 03:33:49 SYSlUSER:CSASERI,REPJHAINUK.FOR;4 

58 
59 
SO 
~1 

C ---- COHPUES SElf INIIUCED IJELOCIT,{ FOR THE TWO SEGHENTS ----
C ---- AROUllD POINT (I,J), 

CALL SLFIND( lOUM, IRH, IR1, IRP1, LDUthGAH, DU, (11), DW) 
10 U(I,J)=U(I,J)fDU 

V(I,J)=V(I,J)tDV 
WCI,J)=W(I,JlfDW 

CUll ~RITE('15,C~221)L, IR, DU,IIV,DW 
C2~21 FOf:HHH4X, 'WAKE I ,2I~,3F12.6) 

GO TO 70 
C 

b2 
S3 
~4 
;S 
66 
57 
53 
:.9 
70 
"1 

C ---- CHECK IF THE POINT (l,Ji IS I)ERY CLOSE TO OR VERY ----

'7'1 . ., 
C ---- FAR FROH SEGHEtlT BETWEEll POINTS (IR,U MID 
C ---- OR+1, l) ••• 

C 
73 50 IFCR1.GT.TH,AND.R2.GT.TH) GO TO 70 
74 C 
7S C 
76 C 
i7 IFCR1.LT.O.2.0R.R2.LT.O.Z)GO TO 67 
78 68 SD=SEGCIR,LliSEGIIR,L) 
~9 SODUH=(RltR21'{R1+R2l-S0 
~o IFISGDUH.LT.0.001) SODUH=.OOl 
~1 HSO=.25*SODUH'(SO-IR1-R21'IR1-R21)/SO 
3~ ASQ=ACIR,Ll*A(IR,L) 
33 GG=GAHAIIR,L)iIR1fRZI/IR1.R2.S0DUH) 
S4 GGG=GG'(HSD/(ASQtHSQ) 
15 DXS=XCIR,Ll-X(IRP,L) 
36 DYB=Y(IR1LI-Y(IRP,L) 
37 DZ8=ZIIR,L)-ZIIRP,LI 
38 161 X~IUl=DYAnIZ~-IIZA*DYP. 
J9 XNlJ2=IILHiDXB-DXA.DZB 
JO XHU3=DXA*DYB-DYAiDXB 
11 DU=XHU1.GGG 
~2 DV=XNU2*GGG 
)3 DW=XNU3*GGG 
?4 U(I,J)=U(I,J)tDU 
>5 V(I,J),.I)II,JHrll) 
)6 U(I ,J)NWII ,Jl+DW 
17 Cl112 URITE( '15,C~~~llL,IFi,IIU,DV,DW 
)5 GO TC 70 
)9 C 
.0 C ---- POINT (l,J) IS CLOSE TO TI1E SEGMENT. 
"1 C 
2 67 IRH3=IR 
3 IR3=IR+1 
4 IRP3=IR3t1 
5 IF(IRP3,GT.~IU1) GO TO 68 
6 LL=L 
7 C 
3 C ---- CALL HALFST SUBROUTINE TO F:EIIUCE THE STEP SIZE ----
9 C 
o CHLL MALFST(IRH3,IR3,IRP3,LL) 
1 DXH=XX-Xl 
:; DYH='jY-Y1 
3 DZA=ZZ-Zl 
4 DX=XX-Y,lU 
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':A~E 

0115 
0116 
0117 
0118 
0119 
0120 
0121 
0122 
0123 
0124 
0125 
0126 
0127 
0128 
0129 
0130 
0131 
0132 
0133 
0134 
0135 
0136 
0137 
0138 
0139 
0140 
0141 
0142 
0143 
0144 
0145 
0146 
0147 
01·\8 . 0149 
0150 
01S1 

~ ..,. 
.: 
~ .. 
~ 
I 

~. 
r; 
I 

~. 
i~ 
I" 

'. ,t 
" 
~ 

. , 
)tI 

26-J'Jl-1983 03:33:49 S,"S$USER: (SABERI.REPJHAINWK.FORH 

{1'(=YY-YlU 
DZ=ZZ-ZlU 
DX~=DX-DXA 
DYS=[IY-DYA 
DZB::DZ-D7fl 
GAH=GAMA(IRM3,LL) 
ASQ=A( !RMJ ,LL) *A( IRMJ,LL) 
CALL VEL(GAH,ASU,DU1,DVlJ[IW1) 
DXA=DX 
DYA=D'( 
DZA=DZ 
DX=XX-X2 
IIY=YY-Y2 
DZ=ZZ-Z2 -" 
DXB=DX-[IXA 
DYB=IIY -[IYA 
DZB=DZ-DZA 
CALL VEL< GAM, ASG, OU2 , ['V2, ['W2) 
U(I,J)=UII,J)tDU1+DU2 
VCI,J'=UII,J,tDV1+DU2 
WiI,J'=UII,Ji+OW1+DW2 

C1113 WRITE(45,C2221l L,IR,DU1,DV1,DW1,L,IR,DU2,nU2,DW2 

c 

70 R1S=R2S 
Rl=R2 
DX/,\=DX 
["(A=DY 
r'ZA=DZ 

eo CONTINUE 

C ---- END OF THE HAIN LOOP 
C 

25 CONTINUE 
c 
C ---- EHD OF THE BLADE LOOP 
C 

RETURN 
END 
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IIIGWAK 6-0cL-1783 03:07103 IJAX-ll FORTRAN V3.1-23 Fa. 
26-Jul-1993 02:21117 SYS.USERICSA~EP.I.REP)HIP.IHG.FOR;6 

00S9 U(I,J)=U(I,J)fDU 
0059 V(I,J)=V(I,J)fDV 
0060 W(I,J)=W(I,J)tDW 
0061 CU11 WRITE(45,C222ULL,IRR,IIU,DV,DW 
0062 C2221 FORHAT(2X,2Ii,3Fl~.6,' HIRIHG') 
0063 GO TO 1335 
0064 1332 IRH=IRR 
OObS IR=IRR+l 
0066 IRP=IR+1 
0067 IF(IRP.GT.NW1) GO TO 1310 
0069 L=LL 
0069 C ---- REDUCTION OF STEP SIZE IN SEGMENT LENGTH ----
0070 C 
0071 CALL HALFSTORK,IR,IRf',U • " 
0072 DXA=XX-(Xl*CA2T-Z1*SA2T-THSAT) 
0073 DYA=YY-Yl 
0074 DZA=ZZ+(Xl*SA2TtZl*CA2TtTHCAT) 
0075 DX=XX-(X1U:.CA2T -Z1U~SH2T-THSAT> 
0076 D'(=YY-Y1U 
0077 DZ=ZZt(XIU*SA2T+ZIU*CA2TtTHCAT) 
0078 IIXB=DX-[IXA 
0079 D'fB=DY-[I'(A 
0030 ItZB=DZ-DZA 
OOSl GAli=-Gf~HA<IRH,LU 
0082 Asa=A(IRH,LL)*A(IRH,LLi 
0083 ASQ=.OOOl 
oos·) CALL VEL( GAH, Asa, DUl, [IVir [IW1) 
00S5 DXA=DX 
l)'jS6 IIYA=[IY 
0097 DZA=DZ 
0088 DX=XX~(X2*CA2T-Z2*SH2T-THSAT) 
0089 DY=YY-Y2 
0090 DZ=ZZt(X2*SA2T+Z2*CA2T+THCAT) 
0091 DXB=DX-DXA 
0092 DYB=IIY-D'(A 
0093 ItZB=DZ-DZA 
0094 CALL VEl( GAH, Asa, IIU2, DV2, [1112' 
0095 U(I,J)=U(I,J'+DUltItU2 
0096 V(I,J)=V(I,J,tDUltDV2 
0097 W(I,Jl=W(I,J)+DWltDW2 
00ge Cl112 WRITE(4S,C2221> LL, IRR,DUl ,IfIJl,DWl ,LL, IRR,DU2,DV2,DW2 
0099 1335 CONTINUE 
0100 Rl=R2 
0101 XI=XJ 
0102 YI=YJ 
0103 ZI=ZJ 
01'j4 134 CONTINUE 
0105 135 CON!!NUE 
0106 RET~N 
010i ENtl 
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6-0ct-19S303:07:03 'JAX-ll fORTR~N V3.1-23 Pa! 
26-JIJl-19S3 02: 21: 17 S"S.USEF.: CSABERI .REPlI1IRIHG.FOR;& 

0001 C **.** SUB HIRIHGF ***** 
0002 C -------------------------------------------
0003 C VELOCITY INDUCED BY HIRIHG (GROUtID EFFECT>. 

0004 C ------------------------------------------
0005 SUBROUWIE IHGWAf(I,J) 
0006 C 
0007 C ---- THIS SUSROUTINE COHPUTES THE ITiDUC£D VELOCITY OF ----
OOOS C ---- THE MIRROR IMAGE OF THE THE ~AKE AT F'OINTS (I,J) ----
0009 C 
00 1-0 CO~HOIII ALL SU91 ALFO , ALPHAT , CAT, CAT2 ,CA2T , CT , DALFO , DPSI , EPg , 
0011 1 H,rA~n, IAV,IiIRIHG,IIA,HCONS,tlDPSI ,NPR,HRW,HW,HW1,PIr 
0012 2 PSI ,PSIF ,F'SrO,R'iD,RC,REV,SAT ,SAT2, SA2T, THCAT, 
0013 3 TFRC,THSAT,XHU,XX,YY,ZZ,ALFR,BETR,ALFZ,BETZ, 
0014 4 A (lS0 ,2"GAHA (1 eo ,2),GriHB( 30 ),$EGUBO,2>'JtHlSO,2), 
0015 5 V(lS0,2),!4(lS0,2),X(lS0,2),Y(lBO,2),Z(lBO,2) 
0016 CCHHON/HALFS/RR,XIU,VIU,ZlU,X2U,Y2U,Z2U, 
0017 1 Xl,X2,X3,Yl,Y2,Y3,Zl,Z2,Z3 
0018 COMHOI//VELO/lIXA, DYA, lIZA, rlX, rlY, DZ, DXB, DVB, DZB 
0019 C 
0020 C ---- LOOP FOR WAKE OF BLADE NO.1 AND NO.2 
0021 
aCI22 
0023 
0024 
0025 
0026 
0027 
0028 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
0036 
0037 
0033 
0039 
0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
0046 
OM7 

• 0046 
0049 
0050 
OOSI 
0052 
0053 
O'J~4 
0055 
0056 
0057 

C 

C 

130 DO 1~5 LL=1,2 
XI=Y.(11LL)t.CA2T-Z(I,LL)tSA2T-THSAT 
'fI=Yil,LU 
ZI=-(Z(1,LL)*CA2T+X(1,LL)*SA2T+THCAT) 
RIB=( XX-XI )i<XX-XI) H YY-'!'! )i( Y'(-YI )HZZ-ZI >* (ZZ-ZI) 
Rl=SOFiHR1S) 

C ---- LOOP FOR ALL THE POINTS ON THE WI~KE ----
C 

C 

131 DO 134 IRR=l,NW 
IP=IF:Rt1 
XJ=X(IP,LL).CA2T-Z(IP,LL)*SA2T-THSAT 
YJ=¥<IP,LU 
ZJ=- (Z (IF' ,LU *CA2T + X (IP, LU *SA2T + THCATl 
R2S=( XX-XJ)~ (XX-XJ) HY', .y J) *'YV-,'J)t(ZZ-ZJ)*(ZZ-ZJ) 
R2=SDRT(R2S) 
IF(Rl.GT.THCAT.ANII.R2.GT.THCAT> GO TO 1335 
IF(Rl.LT.O.2.0R.R2.LT.0.2) GO TO 1332 

C ---- CHECK IF POINT (I,J) IS TOO CLOSE TO OR TOO FAR FROM ----
C ---- MIRROR IMAGE OF SEGMENT BETWEEN POINTS (IRRFi-l,L) 
C ---- iIF-R,Ll 
C 
C 

131<) SQ=SEG<IRR,LU*£EGCIRR,LU 
SGDUll= (Rl +R2) * (Fil +R2) -SD 
HSD=. 25*SDWIi*( SO·"<RI-R2)i( RI-F:2» lSI] 
ASQl!M lRR, LL) *" (IF:R, LL) 

132 GG=-GAHA {lRR, LL 1 * (Rl tR2) I (Rl *R2:tSDDUMl 
GGG=GG~iHSQ/(ASl]tHSQ)i 

133 XNUl=(YY-YIl*(ZI-ZJ)-(ZZ-ZII.(YI-YJ) 
XNU2=(ZZ-ZI).(XI-XJ)-(XX-XIl*(ZI-ZJ) 
XNU3=(XX-XIliIYI-YJ)-(YY-YI).(XI-XJ) 
[lU=XllUl*GGG 
D'J=X~IU2.GGG 
r'W=XNU3iGGG 
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0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 
OOOS 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
001S 
0019 
0020 
0021 
0022 
0023 
0021 
0025 
0026 
002i 
0028 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
0036 
003i 
0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 

, 0042 
.: 0043 

0044 
f 0045 . 0046 

0047 
I OC'48 " 
1 0049 
J OOS~ 

i" 0051 ~:. ,~ 

\ ;: 0052 
0053 

~ 0054 ~ 

" 
005S 

~ " 0056 .. 0057 ~) 

\" 

6"Oct-19S3 03:02:42 1,It;X-ll FOF;TF;AN V3.1-2l Pa. 
26-Jul-1963 00:05:00 SYS$USER:[9H~ERI.REPJ~NDVTX.FO~;6 

C UU* SUB. BOUiiDE •• *** 
C "----------------------------------C VELOCITY INDUCED B'( BOUND VORTICES. 
C ------------------------------~----

SUBROUTIIIE BOUUDE(I,J) 
C 
C ----THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE INDUCED VELOCITY OF THE ----
C ----BOUtlD VORTICES. 
C 

COHHOH/ALLSUB/ALFO,ALPHAT,CAT,CAT2,CA2T,CT,DALFO,DFSI,EP9, 
1 H, IAml, IAV ,HIRIHG ,NA,NCONS,HIIPSI ,tlPf.',NRIi,HW,NWl ,PI, 
2 PSI,PSIF,PSIO,R~D,fiC,r.EV,SHT,SAT2,SA2T,THCAT, 
3 TFF;C, THSAT ,X/,\U,XX ,YY ,ZZ ,itLFF;,BETFi,~,Ul,BETZ, 
4 A (180,2), GAHA<1S0, 2 )'G{IHII( 30) , SEGU eO,2~~(1BO,2), 

c 

5 V(lS0,2),W(180,2),XIISO,2),Y(leO,2),Z(leO,2> 
COHMON/VELO/DXA, [IYA ,DZA ,DX ,DY ,DZ,DXS ,D'(B ,OZS 
ASQ=l./(RC*RCi 
HPS~!FIX«(PSlt.OS)/DPSI) 
LPS=HOD(NPS,NA)tl 
Lf'[!=LPSHW2 
IF (LF'rl, GT .NA) LPD=~,PD-NA 

IF(MIRIIiG.HE.O) GO )"0 10 

C ---- HIIiUCED VELOCITY OF THE MIRROR IMAGE OF THE BOUND VORTICES ----
C 

DXA=XXHHSAT 
DYA=Y'( 
DZA::ZZtTHCAT 
DX=XX-X (I, I ,*CA2T t THSA T 
DY=YY-Y(lr1) 
DZ=ZZtXil,1)*SA2TtTHCAT 
DXB=rIX-DXA 
DYB=DY-DYA 
DZF=DZ-DZA 
GAH=-GAHS(LPS) 
CAlL VEUGAH,ASQ,DUI ,IIVI ,DWl> 
IIX='XX-X(l, ~)*CA2TtiHSAT 
DY"'YY-Y<1(2) 
IIZ=ZZfX( 1 ,2)*SA2TtiHCAT 
IIxc,=rIX -DXA 
DYB=DY-DYA 
Dzs·.,.rIZ-DZA 
GAH=-GAHBiLPD) 
C.'LL 'JELiGAH,ASQ,DU2,OV2,mm 
U( I ,J)=U( I,JltDII1HIU2 
VCI,J)=VCI,JltDUltOV2 
WCI,J)=WCI,JI+OWltDW2 

Cllll URITEHS,C2~2l> I ,J,[IUl ,DVl, DWl, I,J,DU2,DV2,IIW2 
C2221 FORHATCSX,'EOUND ',217,3F12.~) 

C 

10 IF(I.HE.l) GO TO 2\.1 
XX=,5tCXXtX(~,J» 

YY=,5~CYY+Y(2IJ)1 

ZZ=.S*<ZZt:(2,J» 

C ----Hl!iUCED VELOCITY OF THE BOUND IJORTICES ----
C 

20 IIXA=XX 
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6-0ct-19S3 03:0~:42 VAX-!1 FORTRAN V3,1-23 
26-Jul-19S3 00:05:00 SYS,USER:CSA8ERI,REF'lBHDVTX,fOR;6 

0059 
0059 
0060 
0061 
0062 
0063 
0064 
006!j 
O~66 
0067 
006a 
·j069 
0070 
0071 
0072 
oon 
0074 
0075 
0076 
0077 
007S 
0079 
'J060 

DYA=VY 
DZ;'=ZZ 
[IX=XX-X(1,1) 
DY=YF((1,1) 
DZ=ZZ-Z(1,1) 
DXB=DX-DXA 
DYB=pY-DYA 
DZB=DZ-DZA 
GAH=GAHB(LPS) 
CALL VEUGAH,ASa,[IUhDV1,D(1) 
DX=XX-X(1r2) 
DY=YY-¥ (11 2) 
DZ=ZZ··Z<1,2) 
DXB=DX-OXA 
DYB=DY-DYA 
DZB;:DZ-DZA 
GAH=GHHB(LPD) 
CALL VEL(GAH,ASa,DU2,DV2,DW2) 
UiI,J)=U(I,J)+DU1+DU2 
VII,J)=V(I,J)tDVltDU2 
W(I,J)=W(I,J)tDW1+~W2 

... 

Cl11:! WF;ITE I 45 ,C2221) I, J, IIU1, {lVI, NJ1! I, J, DU2, [IV2, IiW2 
F:ETURN 

(loa 1 EiiII 
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0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
OOlS 
0016 
0017 
0018 
0019 
00:0 
OOZl 
00:2 
0023 
OON 
ons 
0026 
0027 
OO~S 
00:9 
0030 
0031 
':1032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
0036 
0037 
0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 
0042 

.z» ;S 

QwOctw1983 03:04143 'JA~wll FORTRAN V3.1w23 Fa. 
26 wJul w1983 22:S2:S6 SYSSUSER!(SABERI.REPJINSWilK.FORi4 

c .-------.... ,.-.--""'----------------
C VELOCITY INDUCED BY ItISIDE t;AKE • C _______ ~ ____ • _________________ w_ 

SUBROUTINE ItISWKE(I,J) 
C 
C w_w_ fHIS SUBROUTINE CO~FUTES THE INDUCED VELOCITY 
C ---- THE INSIDE WAKE AT F'OINTS I,J.(%70 OF THE sLADE w __ _ 

C ---- Rit[IWS FROM THE ROOTi 
C 

COHHOII/ALLSUr.lALFO, ALPHAT ,CAT ,CAT2 ,CA2T ,CT ,DALFO, DFSI ,EFS, 
1 H,IADD,IAV,HIRIHG,NA,NCONS,NDPSI,NPR,NRW,HW,NW1,PI, 
2 FSI,FSIF,?SIO,RAD,RC,REV,SAT,SAT2,SA2T,THCAT, 
3 TFRC,THSAT,XHU·XX,YY,ZZ,ALFR,EETR,ALfZ,BETZ, 
4 A(leO,2),GAHA(180,2',GAHB(30),SEG(lBO,2~,U(lBO,2), 
5 V(lEO,2i,U(lS0,2),X(leO,2),Y(lSO,2i,Z{180,2) 

COHHON/VELO/DXA, D'f A, DZA, DX, {IY, DZ I [IXS, DYB, DZe 
tIEN[I=3*tIAI2t4 
DO 10 L=1,2 
DXA=XX-.7*XC1,LI 
DYA=Y'h7*Y(l,U 
[IZ,j=!Z-Z(1,U 
[\0 10 IF:=~,NEND 
IRH=IR-l 
DX=XX-.7*XIIR,L) 
DY=YY-.7*Y(IR,L) 
fiZ=ZZ-Z(l~IU 
[IXB=DX-[IXA 
D'fB=DY-D'(A 
DZ=IIZ-DZA 
~AH=-,5iGHKA{IRn,L) 

ASQ=ACIRH,L)*~CIRH,L'I.Ol 
CALL VEL(GAH,ASQ,[IU,DIJ,IIW) 
UCIrJ)=U(I,J) 
V(I,J)=V(I,J) 
W(I,J)=W(I,J'rDW 

CUll WRIlE(4S,C,2221) L, IR, riU, DV, DW 
r~:21 FORHAT(2X,' INSWKE ',2IB,3F12.6) 

DXA=IIX 
[IYA=[IY 
DZIi=DZ 

10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 

0043 EtiD 
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0001 C 
0002 C 
0003 
0004 C 
0005 C 
C'006 C 
0007 C 
0008 C 
0009 C 
0010 C 
0011 C 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
0019 
0019 
OOZO 
0021 
0022 
00Z3 
0024 
002:i 
0026 
0027 
0028 
1)029 
Q03·j 
0031 
003~ 

0033 
0034 
0035 
0036 
0037 
0038 
0039 
0040 
OO~l 
0042 
0043 
OOH 
0045 
0046 
0047 

• 0048 
0049 
0050 

• 'J051 
0052 
0053 
0054 
0· .... VW" 

C< O':i:i6 . 
~ 0057 
t:.. r .. 
r 
I 

6-0ct-1983 03:03:49 VAX-l1 FORTRAN V3.1-23 Pa: 
26-Jul-19S3 Z2:42:45 SYSSUSERlCSAFERI.REPJHALFST.FORj& 

-------------------------.-------~--"----------~-

SUBROUTINE HALFST(IRH,IR,IRP,L) 

---- THIS SU~ROUTINE PASSES A CIRCLE THROUGH THREE POINTS ----
---- AND FlNIIS THE HALF WAY BETWEEN THREE F'OINTS AND 
---- THE HALF WAY BETWEEN EACH TWO POINTS. IN OTHER WORDS ----
---- IT REDUCES THE STEP SIZE • THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED ----
---- WHEN POINT OF INTEREST IS VERY CLOSE TO A SEGMENT OF ----
---- THf 1ri!,KE. 

CuHMOH/ALlSUS/AlFO,AlFHAT,CAT,CAT2,CA2T,CT,DAlFO,DPSI,EPS, 
1 H, IAIID, IAV,HIRIHG,NA,NCONS,NDPSI ,NPR,NRW,i!W,NWl ,PI, 
2 PSI ,F'SIF ,PSIO ,RAD,RC,REV,SAT ,SAT2,SAZT, 'tHe.n, 
3 TFRC,THSAT,XHU,XX,YY,ZZ,ALFR,PETR,ALFZ,BETZ, 
4 A(180,2i,GAHA(leO,2),GAH~(30),SEG(lS0,2),U(lS0,2), 
5 ~1180!2),U(180,2),X(lS0,2),Y(lS0,Z),Z(leO,Z) 

COHHON/HALFS/R,X1U,Y1U~Z1U,X2U,'(2U,ZZU, 
1 Xl,X2,X3,Yl,Y2,Y3,Zl,Z2,Z3 
Xl=XCIRH,l) 
n=YIIRN,l) 
Zl=ZORH,l) 
X2=XCIF:,U 
Y2='((IP',U 
Z2=ZeIR,L) 
X3=X(IRP,U 
Y3=YCIRP,U 
Z3=Z<IRP,l) 
DX1=XI-X2 
DX2=X2-X3 
DX3=X3-Xl 
DY1=Yl-Y2 
DY2=Y2-Y3 
O'(3=\'3-Yl 
DZ1=Zl-Z2 
OZ2=Z2-Z3 
DZ3=Z3-Z1 
AL2=DXUDX1 tD,(UD'fl fDZUDZl 
BL2=DXZ*DX2tD'(2*DY2tDZ2tDZ2 
AL=SQRT<AL2) 
BL=SGRT<Bl2) 
CL2=DX3*DX3tDY3*DY3tDZ3$DZ3 
CL =SQRTC CL2) 
DENR=(AltPoL-CLI.(AltSLtCL)*iBLtCLwAL)*(ALtCL-BL) 
IF(DEtIR.GT.O.OO1) GO TO 10 
X1U=.5*(XHX2) 
Y1U=.S*{Y1tY2i 
Z1U:..S~<Z1tZ2) 

X:!U=.5*(X2tX3) 
Y2U=.5HY2t'(3) 
Z2t1=.5*(Z2tz3) 
RETURN 

10 P.2=Al2*BLZ*CL2/DE~IR 
R=SCRHR2) 
ANUH=DX3*DX2tDY3*DY2fDZ3*DZ2 
DEr~! =DXl *DXZtItY 1 *I!'(2HIZl *DZ2 
DEN =IIEH1 *r'tNl-AL2*BLZ 
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HALFST 

OOSS 
OOS? 
0060 
0061 
0062 
0063 
0064 
0065 
0066 
IJ067 
006S 
C069 
0070 
0071 
0072 
0073 
0074 
0075 
0076 
0077 
C'078 
0079 
ooeo 
0081 
OOS2 
0083 
00S4 

CO =.5*HNUK/DEN 
COT=SDRTCR2-.2S*AL2) 
T=COT/CO 
IFCCO.GT.O.) COP=R/T-CO 
IF(CO.LE.O.) COP=-R/T-CO 
Cl=DEHUCO? 
C2=COP*AL2 
C3=.5-Cl 
C4=.5+CltC2 
XIU=C3*Xl+C4*X2-C2*X3 
YIU=C3tVl+C4*V2-C2avz 
ZlU=C3aZl+C4*Z2-C2*Z3 
MIUH=DX1*DX3HIV1*DY3tDZ1*DZ3 
CO=.5~ANUH/DEN 
COT=SORT(R2-.25*SL2) 
T=COTICO 
IF(CO.GT.O.) COP=R/T-CO 
IF(CO.LE.O.) COP=-R/T-CO 
Cl=cop*rIENl 
C~=COP*8L2 
CJ=.5-Cl 
C4=.5+C1+C2 
X2U=-C2*XltC4*X2tC3,XJ 
Y2U=-C2*yl+C4*V2tCJ*V3 
Z2U=-C2tZl+C4*Z2+CZ*Z3 
RETUR~I 
ENII 

6-0ct-1983 03103:49 VAX-Il FORTRAN V3.1-23 
26-Jul-1983 22:42145 SYS.USERICSASERI.REPlHALFST.FGR;6 

... 
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6-0ct-19S3 03:12:44 VAX-il FORTRAN V3.1-23 fa: 
Il-Jun-19S3 12:19:11 SYSSUSER:CSABERI,FILESJSHOOTH,FOR;13 

0001 SUBROUTINE SHOOTH 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 
OOOB 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
0018 
0019 
0020 
(:021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
00:5 
v':l26 
0027 
one 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
0036 
0037 
003B 
0039 
0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
0046 
0047 

• 0049 
0049 
c·oso 
0051 
0052 
0053 
0054 
·j055 
0056 
00S7 

C M. ________________ ._. _______________ • _________________ -------

C THIS SUBROUTINE SHOOTHS THE LOCATION OF TIP VORTICES. 
C ----------------------------------------"-------------------

COHHOUI ALLSUBI ALf"O , ALPHAT , CAT, CAT2 , CA2 T , CT , DALFO, DPS I , EF'S , 
1 H, IAmt,' IAV,HIRIHG,NA,NCONS,NDPSI ,tIPR,NRW,NW,NWl ,PI, 
2 PSI ,F'SIF ,PSIO,RAlt,RC,REV,SAT ,SAT2,SA2T, THCAT, 
3 TFRC, THSAT ,r.HU,XX ,'(V ,ZZ ,ALFR,BETR,ALFZ,BETZ, 
4 A(180,2),GAHA(180,2),GAHB(30),SEG(lS0,2),U(lS0,2), 
5 V(laO,2),W(1S0,2),X(laO,2),Y(lSO,2),Z(18~,2) 

COHHON/HISI SXOeO,lSI,S'((180,1S),SZ<180,18) 
COMMON INTUF:tll NCOHP 
NSTOP = NCONS t NCOHP 
IF(HSTOP .GT. tlW) NSTO? =NW ~ .. 
NSTOP1= NSTO? t 1 
Nl=IFIX«PSlf.OSl/DPSI) 
PSI=Nl*Df'SI 
N2=MODUI1 ,Nfl> 
NAH=NA12 
J=N2+1 
K=JtNAH 
IF(K,GT.NA) K=K-NA 

40 NSTART=NCONSf! 
PSIE=NAH*DPSI-.l*DPSI 
IF(PSI.LT.PSIE) GO TO 20 
IF(J,ED.4.0R,J,ED.l0) GO TO 44 
IF(J.NE,l.AND.J.NE.7)GO TO 50 

44 DX1=X(NSTART,1)-SX(NSTART,J) 
DX2=X (NSTART , 2) -SX (~ISTART, K) 
DY1=V(NSTART,1)-SVCNSTART,J) 
!tV2=V (NSTART, 2) -S'( (NSTART ,K) 
DZ1=WISTART, 1 )-SWISTART ,J) 
DZ2=Z(NSTART,2)-S7,(HSTART,K) 
ERR1=ALFR*(DX1*DXlfDY1*DY1)fALFZ*(DZ1*nZl) 
ERR2=ALFR* CDX2*IIX2HIY~*nY2) tALFZ* (DZ2*DZ2) 
ERR=SDRT< (ERRHERR2)/(ALFRMLFZ» 
IFCERR.GT.EPS) GO TO ~o 
lFUICONS.GE .NW) GO TO 50 
NCONS=NCON:'~ 
GO TO 40 

50 COtlTINUE 
C PRItlT *, / 1 NSTOPl ,NCOHP,NCONS I,NSTOF'1rNCOHP,NCOHS 
C PRINT *, I XE,SXE I, X(NW1,l',SX(NW1,J) 

DO 2 I=l,NCONS 
X( I r1) =SX<I ,J) 
X (1,2) =SX (I ,10 
V(I,1)=SY<I,J) 
Y (1,2) =S'«I ,K) 
Z(l,l) =S2(I ,J) 
Z(I,2)=SZ(I,K) 

2 CONTINUE 
IF(NSTOF'l .GE. Nlll) GO TO 4 
DO 3 I=NSTOP1,NWl 
X<I,l)=SX(I,J) 
X(I,2)=SX(I,~;) 

Y(I,l)=SY<I,J) 
Y<I,2)=S'«I,K) 
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SHOOTH 

OOSB 
0059 
0060 
0061 
0062 
0063 
0064 
0065 
0066 
0067 
006B 
0069 
0070 
0071 
0072 
0073 
(1074 
0075 
0076 
0077 
00i9 
0079 
OOSO 
OOSl 
0092 
0083 
0094 
00S5 
0086 
ooa7 
0066 
0099 
0090 
0091 
0092 
0093 
0094 
0095 
0096 
0097 
0079 
0099 
0100 

, 0101 t;, 

OJ. 02 
QI03 
0104 

q , 

6-Oc~-19S3 03:12:44 VAX-l1 FORTRAN V3,1-23 Pa~ 
11-Jun-1983 12:19:11 SYS~USER:[SABERI,FILESJSHOOTH,FOR~13 

Z(I,1)=szn,J) 
ZlI,2)=szn,K) 

:s CONTINUE 
4 CONTINUE 

C PRINT .,' 2 HSTOP1 ,HCOHP,NCONS ',NSTOP1,NCO~P,NCONS 
C PRINT ., I XE,SXE " X(N~1,1),SX(NW1,J) 

DO 10 I=tISTART,NSTOPl 
X(I,l)=ALFR*X(I,I)fB£TR*SX(I,J) 
V(I,I)=ALFR*Y(I,l)+BETR*SY(I,J) 
X(I,2)=ALFRiX(I,2)fBETRiSX(I,K) 
Y(I,2)=ALFRtY(I,2'+BETR*SY(I,K) 
Z(I,I)=ALFZ*Z(I,l)fBETZtSZ(I,J) 
Z(l,2)=ALFZ*Z(I,2)f9ETZlSZ(I,K> 

10 CONTINUE ~ • 
C PRINT *,' 3 NSTOP1 ,NCOHP,HCONS ',NSTOPlrNCOHP,HCONS 
C PRINT ., , XE,SXE " X(HW1,1),SX(N~1,J) 

IF(XHU,GT.O.00001.0R,HIRIHG./lE.1> GO TO eo 
Rl=l. 
tiD 60 I::2,HWl 
R2=SGRT(X(I,1)*X(I,1)fY(I,1)*Y(I,1» 
IF(Rl.GT.R2) GO TO 70 
X(I,I)=X(I,1)lRI/R2 
Y(I,1)=Y(I,1)iRI/R2 
R~=Rl 

70 X(I,2'=-X(I,1) 
Y(!,2)=-Y(l,1) 
Z(I,2)= Z(I,I) 
Rl=R2 

60 CONTHIUE 
C PRINT .,' 4 HSTOPl ,HCOHP ,HCOHS ',HSTOF'lrNCOHP,NCOHS 
C, PRINT ., I XE,5XE " XCNW1,1),SX(NW1,J) 

GO TO 20 
eo cotlTIHUE 

CALL SHOTH2 
20 CONTINUE 

DO 30 I=1rH~I! 
5X<I ,J)=r..~i·;~ 1 

SX(I,K)=X\I,2) 
SY(I,J)=Y(I,1) 
SY(l,K)=Y<I,2) 
SZ(I,J)=zn,l) 
SZ(I,K)=Z(I,2) 

30 CONTINUE 
C F'RIHT *,' 5 H5TOPl ,NCOHP,NCONS ',N5TOF'I,HCOHP,NCOtIS 
C PRINT *, I XE,SY.E " X(NW1,l),SX(HW1,J) 

RETURN 
ENfl 
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